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X University.
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Saloon Regulation,
afternoon between Governor W. C. McThe charge to the grand Jury was
Donald and Traveling Auditor John
to the
comprehensive
Joerns, the former exonerated the lat- concise,andyetindicates that as far as it
ter from all the charges which were point, In
the power of District Judge
lies
preferred some days ago against Mr.
law will be enforced withJoerns. The compromise does not Abbott, the
without subterfuge
come as a surprise. There was no out fear or favor,
The duties and
or vlndictlvenesB.
question of pressing the charges from
the
of
Jury were thor
grand
rights
the first If an amicable agreement
from legal standpoint.
could be reached and the two days of oughly explained was laid on me enconferences between the two stats of- Special emphasis law
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rather than
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s
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end under
3, Laws of 1901 and section
forth in the .etter of the governor ac- chapter
The
1276 of the Compiled Laws.
The
letter
his
resignation.
cepting
charge as to the enforcement of the
follows:
lew forbidding the carrying of deadly
Dear Sir:
weapons was made especially explicit.
I am In receipt of the answer to the Sabbath observance, gambling includoffice,
filed
the
in
governor's
charges
the running of poker games and the
as also your letter tendering your ing
duties of the district attorney to reresignation as traveling auditor.
port all violations of the gambling
In accepting your resignation I de- laws to the grand Jury, were also emsire to assure you that in the tiling of phasized.
the charge
Altogether,
the charges I had nothing personally was an admirable summing up of the
against you. Your answer is satisfac- law appertaining to the duties of the
tory to me and Is accepted as a reason- grand Jury and as to such common
able explanation of the matter com transgressions of the law, which the
plained of so far as you are concerngrand Jury should of its own volition
ed. I am satisfied that there Is too and also at the district attorney's dirmuch work for the traveling auditor ection investigate thoroughly.
with only one assistant.
Your resignation is accepted to
pany of Santa Fe yesterday afternoon
take effect March 2, 1912.
filed papers of Incorporation witn mo
Very truly yours,
ine
state corporation commission,
W. C. M'DONALD,
new concern expects to manufacture
Governor.
and sell ice. The company Is capitaliErnest Is Joerns' Successor.
zed at $15,000 divided into the same
As announced in the New Mexican
number of shares. The subscribers to
some weeks ago, Howell Ernest of the
capital stock, all of whom live in
Clayton, Union counfy, a brother of the city of Santa Fe, follow. C. J. Ba
Mrs. R. P. Ervien, of this city, has con, 180 shares; William Gregg, 100
been selected to succeed Mr. Joerns shaires; Ruth Bacon, 20 shares. C. J.
has been form- Bacon is named statutory agent. A
and the appointment
'
was filed.
ally made. Mr. Ernest will take certificate of
xharge of the office on Saturday and Forest Reserve Earnings Art Distrib
will at once appoint an assistant.
uted Among Counties.
Arrest by Mounted Police.
with Chapter 119,
In accordance
Ramon Lucero was arrested recentLuws of 1909, referring to the distribu
ly at EBquibosa by Mounted Policeman tion of the Income from the United
Rafael Gomez of Santa Fe and chargreserves of New Mexico,
Lucero was States forest
ed with horse theft.
O N. Manion, state treasurer, has set
bound over to the grand Jury.
aside the following amounts for the
Normal School Regents Appointed.
one-hato go to the
Van T. Manville, of Grant county, several counties,
county school fund and one- and Jackson Agee, of Grant county, general
half to the county road fund: Berna
vice W. B. Walton, resigned, wre this
lillo county, $127.66; Chaves county,
morning appointed regents for the $115.05;
Colfax county, $28.66; Eddy
New Mexico Normal school at Silver
county, $36.43; Grant county, $5,927.- C.
McDonald.
W.
Governor
by
City
Mora
7; Lincoln county, $1,054.40;
Arthur 8ellgman Files Oath,
county, $264.42; McKinley county,
Mayor Arthur Seltgman yesterday
Rio
filed his oath as a member of the $991.02; Otero county, $1,978.98;
Santa Fe
Arriba county, $5,325.62;
National Resources Commission with
Sandoval
county,
Antonio Lucero, secretary of state. county, $427.95;
8an Miguel county, $1,112.94;
The other members are National Com $758.19;
Socorro county, $10,370.89;
Sierra
mitteeman Solomon Luna and AttorTaos
$1,703.32;
county,
county,
ney W. Fleming Jones.
Torrance
county, $465.63;
The following were named by Gov $1,5.14.63;
ernor W. C. McDonald this morning Valencia county, $318.38.
Next Week.
McDonald
for
Reception
as delegates to the National Child
The reception to be given Governor
Welfare Conference which will be held
on March 4 in Las Cruces
under the auspices of the National McDonald
has been arranged by a. committee of
Congress of Mothers In St. Louis, Mo.,
to
who were appointed
have
beginning March 20: Mrs. R. F. As five,
of the preparations. The comI:und, Santa Fe; Mrs. N. B. Laughlin charge
Santa Fe; Mrs. J. H. Hicks, Santa mittee consists of Mayor Young, chairRosa; Mrs. W. S. Prager, RoBwell; man, assisted by Hugh Clary, R. H.
Numa
Morris Freudcnthal,
Sims,
Mrs. R. P. Donohoo, Tucunicarl,
The Mescalero sands road In Chav- Frenger and Henry Stoes. The work
es county will likely be started In the of the committee was divided along
next three weeks; soon as J. W. Lew- three lines. Clary, Freudcnthal and
Is, the Carlsbad assistant engineer Sims were delegated to raise the
can get to Rosweil to supervise or the necessary funds for the reception, and
state good roads commission can get In less than three hours $150 was seanother man there. The money la cured to pay the expenses ot hall and
now on deposit in the binlis at Rob music. Numa Frenger was delegated
well. The state has deposited $1,500 to arrange for a hall and Henry Stoes
and Chaves county the some amount was given charge of the musical proBoth will put up an equal amoun" gram. It Is expected to give the govfrom time to time. It is likely the ernor a rousing reception as the first
state executive and the demonstration
ro&d will be bait by force account
will be Independent of party lines or
Incorporation.
The Capital Ice and Storage Com- afflllatlor.s.

querque, clerk of the federal court
Mr. Lee was highly recommended for
the place by members of the bar and
citizens of the new state generally
and Is especially qualified by expert- ence and temperament for the respon- sible position.
The new federal clerk is a son of
the late Judge Lee who was on tne
New Mexico supreme bench for Ave
years with headquarters at Albuquerque. The family came to New Mexico
In 1876, moved to Las Vegas In 1880
and to Albuquerque In 1890. Mr. Leo
has been clerk of the board of regents of the University of New Mexico
the past ten or twelve years, and will
resign that position Immediately. He
has also served that long as clerk
of the Sheep Sanitary Board, a position he expects to relinquish after the
legislative session. He was also city
clerk of Albuquerque for six years.
and deputy district clerk for three
years. Mr. Lee is married and after
the legislative Bession expects to go to
housekeeping In the capital.
Supreme Court.
The Btate supreme court will not
meet today. The sessions tomorrow
will be at the usual hour.
Treasurer's Receipts.
On account of taxes collected the
state treasurer, O. N. Marron received
$322.64 yesterday from V. Jaramlllo,
treasurer of Rio Arriba county.
Da vies Files Oath.
assistant
appointed
E. P. Davies,
At
District
attorney
district
torney Alexander Read, this morning
filed his oath of office with the clerk
of the court, Marcellno A. Ortiz.
Receiver for Tularosa Bank.
Jean Baird of Alamogordo has been
ii..h roctver nf the State Citi-- '
sens' bank of TularoBa, whien was
closed some time ago by the state
nmlnBr
honk
u n vmhn r.,i. One Year.
h II vaniiin was yesterday sen tene'ed by Judge Abbott In the district
court on his own plea to one year in
the state penitentiary ana to. pay a
fine of $100 for passing worthless
checks.
John Walker Anneals.
t tha nnoa nt P Bl (illrifirt versus
fi-- n,
nf .Inhn H Walker and Son,
I, which Gilbert was given a Judgment
for $83.10 for labor performed, by a
city magistrate, an apnea, was n eu
in the district court denying all alle
gations.
Filed Oaths.
Van T. Manville of Silver City,
Grant county, and Rosallo Lopez, of
yesterday
Tularosa, Otero county,
flied oaths with Secretary ot State,
Antonio Lucero. Mr. Manville is a
member of the board of regents of the
New Mexico State Normal Sclfool, and
Mr. Lopez a trustee of the New Mex
ico Institute for the Blind.
Governor at Las Cruew- Governor W. C. McDonald attended
the meeting ot the board of regents
of the Agricultural
College at Las
Cruces Monday and was tne guest i
h
s honor at Me- in
a luncheon given
llla Park, and at a dinner given in

In session, 1:30 p. m.
Resumed final debate on the
X British and French arbitration
x treaties which may be voted on
before adjournment.
Game preservation' societies
N advocated federal protection of
x migratory game birds before
forest reservations committee.
Finance Committee concluded its hearings on steel tariff
revision bll).
House.
Met at noon.
With Mrs. Taft again present, Lawrence strike hearing
was continued before the Rules
Committee, with city officials
testifying.
Governor Gilchrist of Florida
at Everglades
investigation,
told committee he desired Representative Clark's position in
controversy brought out.
Representative Kent protested against "fraud and misrepresentation" of liquor interests at
prohibiting
hearing on bill
liquor sh.pment from wet into
dry states.
Interstate Commerce Committee practically completed its
bill providing legal machinery
for Panama Canal and will vote
on its report Thursday.

Arbor Day Proclamation,
Whereas, Section 1025 of the Com
piled Lbwb of New Mexico provides
that the second Friday ln March of
each year thall be set apart and
known as ARBOR DAY, and that that
day shall be a holiday in all the public schools of New Mexico; provided,
that the actual planting ot trees may
be done on the day designated or at
such other times to be designated by
the County School Superintendent of
the respective counties:
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM C. MCDONALD, Governor of the State of
New Mexico, in pursuance of the law.
and by virtue of the authority ln me
vested, do hereby designate and proclaim, Friday the 8th day of March,
A. D. 1912, as
ARBOR

DAY.

until next Tuesday or Wednesday.
"I have come only to attend the
state convention next Friday," the
Congressman said last night in an interview with a New Mexican reporter.
"I am for Roosevelt for President and
I am here to do all I can to secure a
delegation to Chicago that will vote
for his nomination.
"I would have no hesitancy In endorsing the Taft administration, but I
do not think the present chief executive is the strongest man in the
party and I feel sure that the Chi
cago convention will not nominate
him. It Is for the Republican party
to say who the standard bearer will
to be the
be end Roosevelt seems
num.
New Mexico does not owe its ad
mission to the "isterhood of states to

Foraker, United States
marshal, Interim, until a sue- cessor has been appointed by
the President and commission- ed. There has been some doubt
as to Foraker holding over un- der the commission appoint- Ing him for the "Territory,"
and to allay this doubt, the ap-pointment is made. Judge Pope
also appointed H. R. Whiting
at Albuquerque, and B. Y. Mc- M.
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X Keyes at Deming, U.
X mlssioners, to meet exigencies X
X that may arise in Chinese and X
X
X other cases. Both are veterans
X
X In the service.
S. Com- -
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of
A committee of the Chamber
Commerce, consisting of W. N. Town- H.
M.
A. Otero, H.
send, R. L. Baca,
Borman and J. W. Norment this afternoon called on Governor McDonald
relative to putting convict labor on
the roads to Taos, the Cliff Dwellings
and the Scenic Highway and also as
to having the Bureau of Immigration
keep its headquarters at the capital.

The said 8th day ot i.iarch shall be
but
observed as a holiday by all the pub any President or administration,
to the persistent efforts of her
lic schools ot the State of New Mex-- ) only
citizens. In the East the Bght will
lco.
be a close one because both presidenThe School Superintendents of the tial
possibilities have strong support."
respective counties are hereby directSince going to Washington Mr.
ed to give the proper notice of the
Curry has introduced twelve billB one
Bond Filed.
particular day in Buch county when o' which, relative to federal property
the people and school children shall in New Mexico, has been
John O. Kraramer of Gallup, Mc
The
passed.
actually plant trees.
Congressman is sure that his bill au- Kinley county, yesterday filed a bond
The Importance or tree panting thorizing the holding of the federal of $10,000 with Superintendent Alvan
must be apparent to all good citizens. oourt in four cities, Santa r e, Las Ve- N. White, as custodian of the school
The day can and should lie made one gas, Albuquerque and Roswell, will fund tor McKinley county.
pleasure as a holiday, as well as be made a law in due time. It is
Looking for Headquarters.
SXXXXXXXXXXSXX otprofitable
for this and coming genera- possible, however, he says, that the
U. S. Marshal Charles M. Foraker
tions.
of places may be cut down to has been In the city looking up suit
number
WIFE CHARGED WITH
Done at tne Executive Office this two, but he did not Indicate what two able
quarters for the federal court.
SHOOTING HER HUSBAND.
the 2nd Day of March, A. D. 1912.
might be chosen, although it is un- Tne court room in the federal building
seal
Witness my hand and the great
derstood it would be Las Cruces and Is occupied by the U. S. land office.
Police Believe That Motive Was Col.
of the State ot New Mexico.
Roswell. While in the city Congress- The need of a federal building in San
lection of $25,000
c.
william Mcdonald. man Curry will be a guest at the Pal- ta Fe is very apparent.
By the Governor:
ace Hotel.
O. L. Owen Qualifies.
.
ANTONIO LUCERO,
Atlanta, Ga., March 6. After spenaO. L. Owen of Clovls this morning
of
New
Secretary
as a member of the state
ing me nigm in a pun
Instructor Leave.
with all judges present. The following qualified
she was held on the charge of shooting
commission, In the place
corporation
M.
No.
1474,
of:
who
W.
were
'.
cases
Barrows,
Lieutenant
disposed
her husband yesterday, Mrs. Daisy Ulleft vacant by the ousting of O. H.
vs.
G.
C
J.
el
Roswell
at
anDellee.
Foster.
Dailey
weeks
inspectthree
rich Obie iwaee, was releasee, loaaj spent
'
to Van Stone, taking the oath before
on $7,600 bond. Her preliminary hear- - ing Battery A and Its equipment, has ui aiinellant. motion to be allowed
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero.
of
and
on
the
case
transcript
for
Roswell
left
Texas,
afterDallas,
printed
argue
ing was set for next Wednesday
Another Murder.
to
his
denied.
1441
was
St.
No.
thence
Louis,
returning
UuUu
noon, umce i.e. K i.e.,
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
Ross.
1148..
Jr..
No.
at
appellant.
Kansas
Peter
Is
City.
conscious
and
headquarters
St. Joseph's hospital,
left the city last night for San Rafael.
vs. Patrick Berry, Jr., Adm. etc., ap- Indian Forests Restored.
only at intervals. He Is 28 years old,
at the call of SergPresident Taft has issued proclama- iipllee anneal from the district court Valencia county,
she is 40.
eant J. W. Collier of Estancia, now
rehearfor
the
Zunl, Na- ot Colfax county, motion
restore
to
- tions which
dlsnave
are
to
The police
alleged
murder
Belen, who reports another
vajo, Mescalero and Jlcarllla reserva- ing denied.
covereu luai unice reteuuj uu
at San Rafael. Policeman Gomez was
areas Included erroneousNo. 1430. Territory of New Mexico,
"f insured for $25,000,- making his tions forest
on a robbery case here, but left on reby former President Roosevelt in
vs. Felix Munlz and Manuel
"lfe the beneficiary Grace hlmse i ly
ceiving the orders.
national appellee,
has charged his wife with the shoot- - the Alamo, Carson and Zuni
Duran, appellant, submitted on briefs.
Suits Filed.
forests.
Vn ur,!. Territory of New Mexico,
"
V"
Chaves County Helps on Roads.
The estate of Robert H. Longwell.
says .hV. i.v.. her
vs. Benito Lobato, appellant,
appellee,
The board of county commissioners
deceased, Is the defendant In a suit
son 1b "out of his head.'1 Yesterday
a war- continued until May session.
ofternoon the police were called to a of Chaves county has ordered
which was argued instituted by the state of New MexiNo.
1390.
Case
liddco yesterday for the collection of $140
residence In the most exclusive homo rant for $1,500 to be drawn to be
yesterday has been submitted.
in taxes which has not been paid by
district of Atlanta. Arriving they ed io the $1,500 given by the 3noi
Litigation.
Complicated
were compelled to break down the Roads Commission of New Mexico
E. C. Abbott yester the heirs.
District
Judge
door. They found Grace, a bullet in toward constructing a road over the
The E. W. Manning Company yes
day overrulea the demurrer of Tho
his side. He told a rambling story Mescalero Sands in Chaves county.
mas P. Gable and W. S. Hopewell, to terday filed a suit In the district court
Lambert Arrests Three Brothers.
in which his wife figured.. Mrs. Grace
the answer of the Pittsburg, Pa., to collect $50 tor goods delivered to
Max Uwan and Julian Uwan brothIs said to have been the widow of a
Trust Company mortgagees of the H. Be Yapp of Chama, Rio Arriba
receivand
ln
were
taken
ers,
charge
Philadelphia millionaire.
New Mexico Central Railroad Lom-nan- county.
ed four months each in the county jail
the answer to a petition of
Uwan
Felix
Cleaning Up Deming.
for
Raton
trespassing.
at
CAMIIV
Gable and Roswell to be made prefer
Mounted Policeman J. W. Beal realso
was
jailed,
a
third
brother,
mortto
" BURIED IN SNOW
the
cently arrested four persons at Demcharged with assault with a deadly red creditors superior
made
were
by gagees for liabilities assumed as sure ing ln a campaign to clean up the
arrests
The
weapon.
to
came
J. W. Roe, who recently
of ties on a supersedeas bond In the town. F. F. Daniels, a reputed bad
ir.iRn.n f'i ..... ,.m,nK' with hitt fnm- - Mounted Policeman C. F. Lambert
damage suit of Harry Slocum Friday. man, was jailed for toting a gun, F.
Cimarron.
a
had
rnaa
trylng
fnm
Fridav had sue- - the New Mexico Cen F. Stephens was found guilty of beTreasurer's Receipts.
,ne bHmrd when
ence dur,
The following sums ot money were tral Railroad Company for damages ing drunk and raising a row, Frank
famhis
and
him
made
snow
drlftlng
received yesterday in the office of the incurred while employed as brak'eman Reed and a man named Chaves were
ily prisoners in their dugout and kept
in San- mixing things on the street when the
Young. In the evening a Tecepuon them there while their young stock state treasurer, O. N. Marron: Thomas the accident having occurred
Colfax county,
was
awarded
of
The train
treasurer
Fe
McBride,
Friday
t
county.
was held at the armory.
husky policeman placed both of them
in the stable.
covered
unfed,
was
up,
C. F. :7 son damaEPS and the company
ap Into the cooler.
bearing the governor was over one The storm raged all of one day and, on account of taxes, $329.55;
treasurer ot Torrance county, pealed to the New Mexico Supreme New Mexico
hour late and was met by an enthusSupreme Court Sustained.
he made several trips to the Amble,
though
W.
W.
acon account of taxes, $234.53;
the lower
which affirmed
Court
iastic gathering ot the residents
In case No. 1045 from the Territory
outside to keep the doors clear, Roe
Ana
county,
of
Dona
court's decision. Gable and Hope of New Mexico, the United states
companled by the mllltla, to greet .the mni mt the gwv Bccun)ulated too Cox, treasurer
John R. Strong, treasurer of well went as sureties upon the super- court of appeals in an opinion hand$G80.73;
first executive or me irew
Qn Qne of Ms at.
StateB
United
of
Mora
$6,168;
in
the line
county,
pro
automobiles were
sedeas bond which stayed execution ed down by Judge Sanborn, the New
tempts to clear the doors he found
bank examcession, and accompanied the govern- that he could not open them and that Bank and Trust Company,
so that an appeal could be perfected Mexico supreme court is sustained, the
or to his stopping place, after which h dirt not have tools with which to ination fees, $25.
nnrt
therefore demanded that in Judgment of the district court at San
of the Pen.
Out
,
the governor and party proceeded to
ln
Tnat waB
they should be preferred credi ta Fe is affirmed and the federal court
equity
was
serving
Federlco Moncada, who
the college.
court directed tne re Is to Issue a mandate to carry out the
The
tors.
fhe nfternoon. All' that day. the fol- Silver
for lnrceny from
to appeal the J'rlday Judgment of the lower court within
and well Into the next four years
Murray,
ceiver,
night,
lowing
emwas
and
at the
FATAL SHOOTING REPORTED
case to the United States supreme ten days. The case grew out of Irreghe waited for some neighbor to City, on penitentiary
day,
lias
the road at Chapelle,
FROM LORDSBURG.
discover his plight. When William ployed
Court, providing sureties on the su- ularities In the taking of the census ln
released, having served his tlmfi
12 years ago.
attracted by the neglected apGlenn,
persedeas bond would go on the bond 1900, almost
Mur-docto
Silver City.
Deputy Sheriff Meets Resistance From pearance of things at Roe's finally got He went home
to take the case up to the higher
three
to
a
two
Who
Drew
yeais
Juari Urez
Kelly serving
"
him dug out; the two men dug out the
CITY FATHERS WILL
for obtaining tribunal.
Knife.
from Lincoln county
NOT HAVE SQUABBLE.
young stock and found that all were
Incorporations.
lso
was
false
under
pretenses
goods
safe but one young calf.
Crown
Milling Company of So
The
twenty-on- e
served
Nick Hughes, constable at Lords- released, having
Oakland. Calif., March 6. For the
a general millare
months, and being the first convict to corro, Socorro county,
burg, passed through Deming yester
concern yesterday filed papers of novel reason that the fighters each
McDonald.
ing
Governor
be
by
DEATH
day en route to Silver uity. Mr.
paroled
MAN FROZEN TO
with the state corpora nursing personal grudges against
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FARMING IN NEW MEXICO.
New Mexico farms are worth
says a census bulletin Just
Issued, the most Important as to
New Mexico, ever published, for It
detail, county by
goes Into every
county, of the farming Industry of
the new state. Accompanied by two
show
graphic outline maps which
farm areas by counties and farm
values per acre In each county, the
bulletin Is a mine of Information for
those who make a study of industrial
conditions in the commonwealth.
The counties of Colfax, Curry and
Roosevelt, are the only counties In
which the area In farms reaches from
Of
40 to 60 per cent of the total area.
course, only a fraction of this la Improved. In the counties of Union,
Mora, San Miguel, Quay and Sierra,
the area In farms Is 20 to 40 per cent.
With the exception of Sierra, the
counties named formed a compact por
tion of northeastern New Mexico. In
the remainder of the state, the farms
comprise less than 20 per cent of the
area.
As to farm values, the highest aver
age per acre is In Dona Ana and San
Juna counties, $26 to $50 per acre.
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the latter should heed and act upon.
One of these recommendations is to

make only surety company bonds acceptable from depositories of state moneys, as the mutations of time make
personal bonds Insecure. However, In
requiring the penalty to be double the
amount of funds asked for by a depository, the banks must pay over one
per cent on the deposits received to
the bonding companies as fees. Treasurer Marron recommends, that the
penalty be reduced to actual amount
applied for plus one thousand dollars
which would be sufficient security.
There are applications on file for the
deposit of $700,000 of state funds.
The treasurer calls attention to the
fact that Torrance county has defaulted In paying back the loan of $3.0U0
made It by the Legislature, having
thus far paid only $800.
There are also duo the Treasury
K540.62 from the defunct New Mexico
Savings Bank and Trust Company,
which ought to be canceled as an asset, and $3,341.54 from the Taos county Bank of Taos, which the Territory
still has prospects of recovering from
tho bondsmen.
One gratifying note of the report
Is the fact that the State has derived
the paat three years the neat sum of
s
$45,798.98 from interest on daily
with depositories.
Equally pleasing is the fact that the
permanent common school fund deriv
ed from the proceeds of United States
Land Sales is $110,453.49, on which an
average of more than five per cent
Interest Is being received, or to be exact $5,679.58 yearly, the deposit going
to the bank maKlng the best bid. Under the law, this fund is to be invested eventually In UJiltuii States or
territorial bonds, but by the present ar
rangement, much greater Interest rate
Is being paid than could possibly be
derived from the investment content
plated by law. A proviBO permits the
vote
legislature by three-fourth- s
each house to suspend the law as far
as Investment In bonds is concerned.
Tomorrow, $8,500 of the $25,000 certificates of indebtedness authorized by
the last legislative assembly will be
wiped out by payment; and on April
an issue of $10,000 of certificates of
indebtedness will be paid, the funds
for that purpose being In hand at this

REPORT OF 8TATE AUDITOR.
of Auditor of State
William G. Sargent, for the three
to Govyears 1909 to 1911, Just made
ernor McDonald, dovetails Into the report of State Treasurer O. N. Marron
commented on last week. However,
recomMr. Sargent's report makes no
mendations but Ib a mass of well classified financial statistics that give much
Information about the revenues of the
commonwealth and their expenditure.
reLast fiscal year, for instance, the
direct genfrom
of
the
territory
ceipts
eral taxation were $545,817.01 and
more than $365,000 came from other
sources. The greatest single item of
income was $50,000 from the United
States for the Agricultural College.
Then came $40,578 collected in fees
Third
by the Department of Insurance.
was the common school Income from
lease of public lands, $34,246.86. Convicts' earnings were fourth with
fifth, proceeds from national
forests $28,629.53, then $24,049.24 from
district clerk fees sixth, although the
road fund had $27,304.02 Income outside of the road tax. The only other
single item above $15,000 was from the
five per cent of the U. S. land saleB,

The report

$15,083.76.

been governing the Indians a long
time. We are still governing the Fili
pinos to a considerable extent, We
have nearly arrived at the conclusion
that we Inflicted an Injury upon the
people of Cuba in partially severing
the ties that bound them to us as soon
as we did.
The President not only quiets an
ugly untruth which was being effectually used against him, but he recalls
attention to words which constitute
"The question
real statesmanship:
whether a people Is fitted for
so as to make the government for that people Ib determined by
the ability of the majority of that
people to place upon itself the reIt is
ceive Justice from the majority.
restraint
the question of
straint by which the minority shall re- that determines whether a people is
fit to govern Itself."
There Is nothing In this that any
or
good man need wish to retract,
which he need fear to entrust to the
use of any honorable enemy.
FARM VALUES BY COUNTIES.
The Census Bulletin referred to at
length on Saturday In an editorial on
the state of agriculture in New Mexi
co, gives statistics for every county
In the state and In addition to the significant figures published Saturday,
it is of Interest to know how the vari
ous counties compare as to the num
ber of farms and area under cultlva
tlon, and also as to other statistical
items to be touched upon later. The
figures should De or especial interest
to tile Doara or equalization, tor in
such counties as Chaves, the richest
agricultural county of the twenty-sifarm value alone Is four times the
total assessed valuation of all classes
property. The counties line up as
follows as to farm values;
$20,526,083
Chaves

the government at once, In conn''
tinn with the postofflce department, ol
"financial exchanges, safe deposits
and facilities for deposits of the savings of the poople In small sums, and
that the national banking system be
abolished."
One of the attractive features of
Scciullsm is that in its declaration ot
principles It follows the Scotchman'a
definition of metaphysics;
"When tho
man that Is talking dlnna ken what
be la talking aboot, and when
the
man that Is listening dlnna ken what
Is said that's metaphysics."
What la meant by "organizing financial exchanges'" Is not easily understood. Surely It cannot be intended
to organize government bucketshops,
where the adventurous clerk can buck
off his employer's money without In- terruption from the local myrmidons
of the law. What does It mean, any- how?
It seems to have escaped the observ- atlon of the representatives of the
1247 Socialists of Arizona that postal
savlngB banks have been In operation
for some time.
The demand for the abolition of the
national Banking system Is the one
demand of the Ari
clear, clean-cu- t
zona socialists which everybody can
comprehend and which Congress will
do well to heed lest evil befall It.
when one remembers the Injustice.
the oppression, the blood that has
been spilled, the widespread desola
tion that has been inflicted, the worn- en and children that have been rend- rcu nomeiess ana nungry, ana me
wuo nave xiea in ineir
Bwanto men
the nearest saloon because
agony
of the measiy national banking
sys-th- e
tem one Is tempted to go with a shot- :un to the nearest national bank and
abolish it after first negotiating
a
snort-tim- e
loan on the security of the
wora or honor ol a man and a
brother.
After this prelude ot assault upon
the national banking system the representatives of the 1247 Socialists of
Arizona In convention assembled give
voice to a grander lay. They "demand
the enactment of laws establishing
the collective ownership by the people-oall means of production and
by

Of expenditures, the largest Item is
Eddy counties with an average of $10
not salaries, but maintenance of educato $25 per acre. With the exception
tional institutions toward which
exand Bernalillo,
of San Juan, Taos
of the total
or one-fift- h
these counties comprise the southern
penditures, were disbursed. The Item
tier of New Mexico. In the remainder
ot salaries and contingent expenses.
of the counties, the average value of
of the
$137,119.16, or
and
within farms la less than $10
er all worth more to a nuion
tolan(g
total looms up second, with $99,015.90
A DIFFICULT QUESTION.
'
iTiun
the
ell
of (he
a state and a community
fn- - nonni institutions, or one-nth of;
per acre. About
What to do with the immense grant revenues
that might be derived entire area of the state is in farms,
the total, third. For good roads $90,
of public lands, how to administer by hoarding unimproved lunds. In and the average value of farm lands
for interest,
391.29 was expended;
these so as to obtain the greatest per- countries like Germany the.v are tax- - is $8.77 per acre,
$75,136; for public schools $63,375.01;
manent revenue from them for the log unimproved lands out of existence
While New Mexico's population In- for the care of the insane $60,000; for
public schools, is a most difficult for statesmen realize that unimproved creased 67.6 per cent in the past de- Las Vegas grant and other trust fundi
question to answer.
lands are a detriment to national pro- cade, the number of farms has In
$52,298.50; for charitable institutions
states
of
1S9.8 per cent, the land
In
On one hand, the example
$46,124.18; for protection of livestock
gress. There need be no fear or hope creased
lands
to
their
Is given who held on
lands will ever be worth much more farms 119.7 per cent, the Improved
Industry $32,357.31; for maintenance
348.9 per cent, the value
for years and years, and are now de- than the minimum price set on them 'nd ! '"I
of public buildings $18,679.38; fire de Rririv13.592.391
On
revenues.
mounted police Colfax
riving from them good
b law, except in Isolated Instances. Ol lann pruperiy jiio.o per wiu, iue
partments $14,750;
13,455,410
a
of
land
470.6
of
the
value
per
the
Improved
example
of public . San Miguel'.'.
the other hand,
administration
$14,231.69;
9,078,198
The report of State Treasurer O. N.
....
state like Texas is pointed out which Marron today shows that New Mexi- cent, of farm buildings 265.3 per cent,
lands $14,183.84; militia $13,196.97; 1!nion
7 9S2 782
258
of
and
hav
per
without
machinery
lands
Implements
its
frittered away
conservation or natural resources "- Roosevelt
co from its portion of United States
7,934,274
of
37.1
domestic
animals
per
cent,
or
In
progress.
prosperity
ing suffered
land sales has in its permanent school cent. It must be remembered that
iz.bz; proieciion oi game id,dui.ui;
6,945,020
'nuay
total
of
As a medium course, a compromise
miscellaneous $4,051.60, a
6 912ic00
fund, $110,453.49, and that from this ranches using the public domain for
Grant
lea-spolicies
:m
two
1.
the
a
between
opposing
it win lane at
6 129 581
sum an income of mare than five per
, ,,
In
'
round million to run the new state this
states are cited that disposed of their cent, annually is received, or $5,679.58 grazing purposes are Included
6 775 305
'
these statistics. The average value
lands wisely,
c'jio'ooo
year and $1,250,000 would not be tool01.
a year. Add this to the principal of each farm Is
given as $4,469. All
There you have It, you 20,289 Ari
much If the main needs of many wor' San ."Juan
Yet, for New Mexico, no practical each year, and compound the interest, these
and
are
figures
truly significant
Allfzt zona voters Democrats and Republilesson can be drawn from those ex and to this the revenues from new
thy Institutions aid causes are to beuadaIupe
excuse
Socorro
for
the
greatest
optimism
give
cans who were stupidly blind to the
considered.
amples. New Mexico public lands are land sales as they are received, and as to the future of the commonwealth time.
4,846,479 beauties of the doctrines which were
It Is publicity in financial affairs, Dona Ana
different from those of Wisconsin, or an immense fund would soon be at
Of
12,
4,516,675
the
farms
35,676
Lincoln
adviBes
also
The
reporting,
treasurer
legisla
espoused by 1247 Intelligent Socialists.
such as the reports of the state treasOhio, or even those of Texas. The the disposal of the state which would 795 or 35.9
4,323,173 xn8 patriotic men whose motto Is,
per cent, are Irrigated; tion to supersede the law that requires urer and state auditor afford, that Torrance
best lands, naturally, were picked out make taxation for school purposes the area
4,308,645 "All within reach, and what is reach- irrigated is given as 461,718 the burning of warrants at the end of should also be had from the counties Rio Arriba
by the Spanish settlers hundreds of even with free text books, entirely or 31.6
3,906,300 ed for all," demand collective owner- per cent, of the total Improved each fiscal year, he deeming It advl and municipalities, so that the tax Otero
i . .
years ago; the remaining lands that unnecessary.
New
Mexico
Ir
farm areas. The total area under
Surely,
3,771,183 ship, of all property and a distribusable that these evidences of Indebt payers would really understand how Valencia ...
promised well without much effort, would be better off today with a per- rigation projects, however, is 1,102,
A
3,509,872 tion among all when collected.
a
have been gobbled up in the shape of manent school fund of five million 291 acres, and water Is available now edness be preserved for longer pe the public funds are expended and Santa Fe
3,469,940 practical application of this doctrine
whence they are derived. Certainly, Sandoval
land grants or otherwise by American dollars drawing five per cent Interest for the irrigation of 644,970 acres. riod and that for obvious reasons.
3,247.937 was given years ago by Baron James.
the tax payer ought to know, and Bernalillo
settlers. The residue of better grade of each year and permanent taxable Im- When It is remembered, that In 1880,
3,225,108 Rothschild, who was approached by
when he does know, many of the fool Sierra
BOY 8COUT POSSIBILITIES,
lands has been included In national
on six thousand quarter the total area In farms was only 631
provements
Socialist, who managed
ish
2,745,157 a wild-eye- d
and
criticisms
Taos
about
charges
under
graft
and
reservations
to
Indian
It is to be hoped that the viBlt
forests,
"Sure," said
sections, thaa It Is with a grant of 131 acres and today It Is 11,270,021
and
2,099,061 to gain access to him.
is
where
there
an
Luna
extravagance,
Baden-Powelreclamation projects.
three million acres of grazing lands acres, and that in 1870, the improved America of General
honest
administration of the public McKinley
1,338,165 the baron, after listening to the fol
For the lands that remained, the that no one wants to
"You are right.
lease, even at farm lands covered only 143,007 acres, father of the Boy Scouts movement, funds, fall to the ground of their own
The total for New Mexico is $159,- - lower of Prudhomme.
Territory has been running a race three cents an acre. The children of while today they cover 1,467,191 acres, will Tesult in putting an end to cer
ought to be equally divided.
447,990, or three times the total valu Property
with the homesteaders to segregate today stand as much in need of an ed- and that forty years ago less than tain misconceptions which have exist weight.
My individual fortune is seven million
ation of all classes of property.
what Is worth while. Here and there, ucation as" the children a hundred 140,000 acres were under Irrigation, ed relative to the movement In ques
pounds. There are 1,555,000,000 peo- ENDOR8E TAFT.
a tract of good land remains In the
more
the
than
while
is
area
nle in the world. That would be a
tion.
today
hence, and there is always the
years
It Is unmanly to beat around the
WHY NOT?
1' would be hazardous to aBsert that
public domain, grazing land purely, possibility that five million dollars, three times as much, one must truly
penny each. Here is your penny.
An old timer in New Mexico writes Send the others around to see me.
however, that is still to be bad, but held for a hundred years at five per wonder at what has been accomplished the theories of the famous British bush when vital issues are at stake.
certainly not In large enough areas to cent interest with the taxes derived under adverse circumstances, and at soldier will achieve all that he has If New Mexico Republicans favor the New Mexican as follows: "There Good day.'
the same time marvel at the possibili- in mind. "The things a scout is Roosevelt for the Presidency, they will be a 'cblel among ye taking notes'
make up the five million and more from the lands sold to those
making ties the next few decades may develop.
should say so. If they are for Taft, during senatorial election, and 'faith U
acres that the state will have to se their heme on themIRRESISTIBLE
BUT
QUIET
taught," he says, "are thoBe which
would That these
added,
are Immense will
lect. As to school lands, the state Is
FORCE.
out the individualism he do not let them act as if they were he'll prent them." If any candidate
bring
mean more even then, than the same Is indicated possibilities
of
ashamed
the
by
fact, that despite
it
restricted to certain definite sections, lands
for the United States Senate opens a Even clever politicians lose sight of
unimproved and still looking the stupendous Increase In farms and possesses, for It is to the Individual
Either the Republican party has barT, such men as William Allen the fact, and so do some utility corp- four In each township, whether the
rather than to the troop that the
for leasers.
vainly
of
areas
farm
two
less
than
cent
to
failed
make
per
good nationally
the White and Lincoln Stellens will write orations, that every newspaper, no- land Is utterly worthless or In the catscout lore appeals.
drill
Military
the entire area of the state is under
does not deve- past three years, or It has not. If a story. Lookou for a dictagraph, matter how insignificant Its appeara
egory of grazing lends.
makes
but
machine,
SANTA FE IS BEING AROUSED.
cultivation.
it has failed. It will acknowledge it There is going to be a finish fight ance and pretensions, is dally making
New Mexico will eventually select
and
is
that
why
the
lop
Individual,
have been perfected,
Most significant of prosperity is the
by dropping Teft. It is never cow against any one who tries or does use public sentiment, If it expresses any
the lands, however, and they will be soArrangements
to make Santa Fe a fact that of the 33,398 farms reporting, the scout movement Is adverse to mi ardly to admit a mistake. If the money. The legislature is in the lime- It is
opinion at all on current events, and
the best of what remains. They will wide-ope- n reported,
tactics."
litary
town during the legislative 31,382 are free from mortgage, and
nnrtv ( Tint .ahfinu nt Ita .r,nA n light. I am for Roosevelt but there even If It does not make such com.
not be agricultural or mineral lands,
What
casual
from
the
free
observer,
occusession. It Is the blackest eye the only about 2,000 farms are not
will endorse Taft, renominate and re- are limitations. If he gets too radical ments, and merely publishes the news
but grazing lands purely and simply.
end special attitudes, sees
itself at such a Pled bT their owners but are tenant bugbears
Capltal could
him.
to let It speak for Itself.
bis best friends will quit him."
This In-In the scout movement Is a hope of elect
Despite the diligent efforts of the land time. It wouldgive
is
farmsThe
debt
entire
mortgage
And why not?
disgust ell decent
The bonest candi- - fluence may be Imperceptible, it may
The time is past when New Mexico
commissioner, end Republicans and
of
to
valu-torthousands
start
a
a
right
giving
as
onIy
total
$2,590,282,
all respectaole
against
vlsihad to sit on the fence because it date for the United States Senate be defeated again and again when it
Democrats alike acknowledge that R. legislators and
to
It would not pay in dollars and atlon " a,most $160,000,000, or about boys who, unassisted, appear
feared to offend some one in case Kb ' nee' fear no muckrakerB and no die- - comes to a test, but lo, and behold,
P. Ervien Is the most competent and
- find it fearfully easy to get a wrong
valuathree
the
assessed
entire
t'ma
cents.
It
would
rob the erchnnt.
people took a decided stand. New Mex- -' ' tagraphs. The more money a candi- - some day, there Is a revulsion of sen-ic- o
efficient land commissioner who could
I" ten Tears. start. In the cities, parents and
is due them at the end of each tlon of New Melco- is in position to assert Itself, The au'e must spend to attain the senator- - tlment, there is the bursting forth of
have been elected, more than two mil- of what
month. It would make the new state lne Yalue 01 "ortgagea iarms increas- teachers alike fail to reach the ob support of Its two Senators and two ship, the less worthy he Is of it. An unexpected public opinion and- a
lion acres of the lands already selected 76 per cent, while mortgages
In scure avenues of the boy's nature.
a
bought with gold is no honor at mendous change comes to pass In the
throughout the East, so ten
Congressmen will be welcome at the
ed by the territory, cannot be leased,
lncreaBed
24.7 per The exercises of the school and the
y,earB
White Hous-- next year, no matter who all. But why these intimations, these twinkling of an eye. Then the point-veile- d
ere idle, are bringing in no revenue that people who have been brought
unplayground leave certain needs
in decency and hold high moral
threats, that reflect more or less clans and the public utility corpora-upo- n
the next President will be, or who was
s
whatever. With five or six million up
More than
of all the farms considered. This Is clearly seen in the
every candidate as long as they tlona who have been bragging that
acres added to these, the glut of lands standards would taboo New Mexico as In New Mexico are from 100 to 174 fact that an army of young men grow favored by the Republicans at their are not
ana
definite and specific. And as the voters and the newspapers
would a commonwealth
where acres In size and over
to be leased by the state will not be they
from ing up in the cities every year are state convention at Santa Fe this to Roosevelt's
bubonic plague or yellow fever are 260
radicalism, even his publicity ban be moulded like dough
broken for many years to come. Even
to 499 acres. The value of the manifesting delinquencies which are week. But let New Mexico speak out; friends wonder whether
any other t.i do their bidding, wonder why and
let the Nation know that its electorate
47ft AftI tha mm
Q04 AAA
hov
the lands that are leased to the high- rampant
a menace ana a tragedy.
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Politics and Politicians

Chavea, Modesto
Fall for 8nator.
The Otero County Republican con- Ullbnrri, liamon Romero, Perfecto
vention adopted a resolution urging Jaraiulllo, Fred Hayers aud William
the election ot Judge A. B. Fall to Mcintosh.
Valencia County.
tbe United Stutes Senate.
Solomon Luna, Carlos Baca, Paul
Otero County's New Chairman.
I'.empenlck, E. Curley, Manuel Sedlllo,
J. D. Taylor has been elected chair- - Jesus C. Sanchez, M. E. Baca, J,
man ot the Otero county Republican s. Eldrldge, Ruperto Jaramlllo,
committee to succeed Charles vestre Mlrubal, S. Padla, Boleslo Ro
P, Downs who has taken up his resi mero, Saturnlno Baca, Pertecto Gabaldence In Santa Fe.
don, Ellseo Barela, Fermln Marquez,
Abeliclo Pena and J. M. Luna.
Andrews on the Ground.
Delegates to Progressive State Convention,
ExDelogate Andrews Is expected
Bernalillo County.
back In New Mexico next week, and
Jesus Romero, W. H. Gillenwater, Al
danger to some political fences constructed during bis absence Is antici- fred Grunsfeld, J. P. 8ulzer, Frank
B.
pated. Mr. Andrews is skilled some- Ackerman, B. Ruppe, M. L. Fox, J.
what In political warfare. Pecos Burg, Al Coleman, Pollcarplo Armljo,
D. A. Macpherson, T. A. Gurule, J.
Valley News.
Felipe Armljo, D. H. Boatright,
Roswell Prohibition Ticket.
Matteucci, Atanasio Montoya,
Justl-nianThe Prohibition wing of the Demo- Jose E. Romero, Rafael Sena,
Gutierrez, M. C. Ortiz, Maximo
crats at Roswell have nominated the
following municipal ticket: For may- A. Perea, Luis Tafoya, C. D. Murphy,
or, George T. Veal; for treasurer, A. E. Walker, Henry Bramlet.
Santa Fa County.
R. H. McCune; for city clerk, Fred J.
Ursulo Borrego, of Santa Crux; MBeck; aldermen, J. A. Cotttngham, J.
H.
H.
of Nambe;
Gregorio
iguel Herrera,
J. Cummins, J. F. Patterson, Dr.
Keith, J. E. Rhea, Dr. R. H. Stetson. Herrera, ot Santa Cruz ; Jose La Cruz
Geo.
Colonel
of
Santa
Fe;
Fresquez,
W. Prichard, Levi A. Hughes, Francis
New Mexico Is for Taft.
The Guadalupe county convention C. Wilson, Sam. G. Cartwrlght, Former
Instructed its delegates to the state Governor M. A. Otero. David Gonzales,
for Taft. The Chaves Manuel E. Ortiz, Jesus Ortiz y Tafoya,
convention
Chi-Thcounty delegation is for Roosevelt, all of Santa Fe; Santos Ortiz, ofTesu-aversGrant county delegation is not mayo; Alfonso Dockweller, of
The! que; Nicolas Montoya, of Golden;
to instructions for Taft.
Bernalillo county convention like the land Thomas Hanna, of Lamy.
Alternates.
Santa Fe convention lauded Taft. The
Antonio Valdez, Santiago Baca, F.
Valencia county delegation is unin- JoneB, H. H. Dorman, W. E. Griffin, B.
structed but Is for Taft.
V Morris, E. R. Paul, E. E. Meier, Albino Ortega, and Dr. James A. Mas-sie- ,
Taft la All Right.
all of Santa Fe: Alcario Lopez,
President Taft has certainly made
a capable, wise, patriotic president. Santa Cruz; Candelario Romero, Agua
He has never flinched from his duty Frla; Dr. F. Palmer, Cerrlllos; Lucas
as he saw it for political cunning. Chaves, Tesuque; Pedro Bustos, SanSanta
He headed the movement for a world- ta Cruz, and Canuto Madrid,
wide peace, he appointed the non- Cruz.
Torrance County,
partisan tariff board, he favored the
A. T. Blaney, Angus McGllllvray,
Canadian reciprocity plan, he Is for
the parcels post. He la for the high- Earl Moulton, Julius Meyers, Lorenzo
est welfare of the American people, Zamora, Aloerto Chaves and G. H.
and deserves more credit than he re- Van Stone.
ceives from the majority of his counValencia County.
trymen. Taft is all right. San Juan T. W. Campbell, H. V. Mather, John
County Index.
W. Craig, L. B. Becker, W. M. Berger,
Dr. J. W. Benrdsley, ,.ilia;n E. Le
Democrat Club Meeting.
Brun, F. L. Walrath, Ignaclo Chaves,
The regular monthly meeting of the J. L. Hecker, C. C. Stubbs, H. L.
will
club
Democratic
Santa Fe county
Abell, C. A. Moore and Deslderio Garbe held tomorrow, Tuesday, evening cia.
at g o'clock in Delgado hall. A very
interesting meeting is promised as
Rio Arriba Republicans for Taft.
tl.ere will be a report from the com-- 1 At the
meeting of Republi
n'ittee having In charge the Jefferson cans in primary No.
7 of Rio Arriba
precinct
lay celebration, April 12th, an extendcounty, held on Friday last, the followed discussion of the coming city
was
resolution
unanimously
besides the regular business ing
adopted:
meeting. All Democrats not memIn
we
Resolved, That
bers, are Invited to Join at once. President Taft one of recognize
our greatest
memchairman
of
Hill
Is
the
Adolph
Presidents, who has given to the counbership committee and will take the
try an eminently wise, prudent and
names of all applicants.
patriotic administration, and has, won
the confidence and regard of the whole
New Mexico 'or Taft and Wilson,
peorle; and we are earnestly In favor
A straw vote taken by a New York of his recommendation.
were
ballots
in
which
8,000
paper,
Resolution of respect and condol
cast by the leading men In each of ence were passed on the death of Hon,
the states, shows that New Mexico Is Francisco A. Luna, for many years a
In the Taft column together with Ver- leader in the county.
L. B. Prince, Damaclo Garcia and
Connecticut,
mont, Massachusetts,
New York, South Carolina, and Idaho. Eioy Garcia were elected delegates to
Li. Follette had a majority only In the county convention which meets on
Wisconsin. On the Democratic side, Wednesday.
Wilson led by far, New Mexico being
Andrews and Catron.
in the Wilson column, while Main,
The Roswell Morning NewB boldly
Massachusetts, Rhode iBland, Louisi- proclaims Its preference for Andrews
ana, Illinois, Minnesota, North Dako- anu Catron for United States senators.
ta, Iowa, KansuB, California, Utah,
Idaho and Washington Democrats
Farmlngton for Taft,
want Bryan. New York, West Vir- - The Republicans of Farmlngton, the
glnla, Arkansas, Ohio and Washington metropolis of San Juan county. Infavor Harmon; Alabama, Underwood; structed their delegates to the county
convention for Taft.
and Missouri, Llark.
B D, Lopez, Fred
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Mexico. However, it Is evident that
Governor McDonald Is not going to be
In any hurry about selecting timber for
the various offices to be Biled. Sierra
County Advocate.
It's Fierce.
There Is much dinger that the Roswell News' threat to beat laft for the
Republican nomination for president
may be carried out. No one knows
what a great Democratic newspaper
may accomplish, especially when Its
advice and counsel Is ignored In Recouncils. Pecos Valley
publicans
News.
Plenty of Work.
Tbe first legislature has its work cut
out tor it atlrlght, allrlght. Two U. S.
Senators to elect; county and district
officers' salaries to fix; a new banking
law; new revenue law; new school
law and new probate law to enact;
and in short, the whole statute lew to
revise and harmonize with the constitution. And only ninety days to do it
in. Taos Valley News.
It Isn't Meant That Way.
Just why we should have a state
committee to pass upon all candidates
for appointment Is beyoud our comprehension. A San Juan man might
be able to determine the fitness of an
Eddy county candidate, but few E.dy
county men would care to, take the
responsibility of deciding as to the
worthiness or unworthiness of a north
ern county deputy game warden. Pecos Valley News.
Direct Primary In San Juan.
The suggestion made in last week's
paper for a nominating primary has
met with general approval In the main
and such a primary will be called at a
date to be named a little later. If you
have any suggestions to make in re
gard to the improvement ot the plan
suggested they will be gladly received.
The aim Is to give the whole people
the opportunity of controlling their
own
Times
business. Farmlngton
Hustler.

cruit added to the ranks ot the business men of Albuquerque, the men
who have made the city and are working fur her future, who are determined that politics shall be eliminated
from the conduct of the city's affairs.
This movement, the outcome of the
general restlessness arising from an
unbusinesslike administration and too
much petty municipal politics, la growing steadily and is enlisting the support of the most prominent cllzens.
An Interesting suggestion as to the
proper way to go about it was made
yesterday by a leader in the business
life ot the city and a man now taking
a prominent part in pusning the development ot Albuquerque. His Idea is
t) call a general mass meeting of the
citizens ot Albuquerque and appoint a
committee to select a business men's
ticket of city officers, to be presented
to the people.
Subsequently another
mass meeting would be called at
which the candidates offered would be
taken up tor ratification. It Is believed by this man and many others
that the vast majority of the people
are in favor of Buch a movement, whether it is made possible to Inaugurate
the commission form of government
or not; and there is no doubt that,
properly carried out, some such plan
will result In placing the administra
tion of affairs In the hands of com
petent business men who will do their
work regardless of political preferences or Inclinations of any kind. Effi
ciency is the watchword, city departments
conducted
solely in the
interest of the man who pays
the
taxes
his
whatever
poli
tics; money saved for the people, the
greatest good for the greate number
and prosperity and growth for Albuquerque. No one, be he a Democrat
oi Republican, will deny that had
there been less politics, the progress
of this city In the past four years
would have been much more rapid and
we would have received much more
for our money. Albuquerque Journal.
a

Bran New Candidate for Senator.
The Santa Fe New Mexican says the
New Mexico Legislature will be dead
locked on the election of United States
Senator. If the New Mexican's predic
tion proves true that will give Joe
Holbrook an opportunity to win a seat
in the national Senate. Joe could find
Jobs for many of bis friends here at
home and give him a chance to prevail
on the national weather clerk to give
more rain during crop session. Lets
all pull for Joe Holbrook for U. S. Sen
ator. Cuervo Clipper.
Partisanship.

That extreme partylsm which says,
"My party right or wrong, but always

my party," belongs to a former generation and has no legitimate place In
this enlightened age. It was a sentiment which the old bosses used to
work to the limit, and do yet to some
extent, and by it they carried out their
selfish aims and fastened corruption
upon political parities. But conditions
are now better and will continue to lm
prove as the public puts principle
above policy and the good of a nation
above tbe success of a party. San
Juan County Democrat.
a
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United

hi bis babyhood, he wanted the moon,
It may be conjectured that be pounded
his nurse until she gave It him. He
Is the very child of good fortune. But
no one ever more disdained the idea
of letting well enough alone. From
, the
day of his exit from Harvard College to tbe hour which sees Mm taking
a moment's rest upon his armor at
Oyster Bay he has suffered little grass
to grow beneath his feet
He resolved upon a political career
perhaps in the nursery, for he came
of stock both ambitious and dominating, and to the core patrician and
thenceforward he pursued the objects
he had set before bis future with rare
intelligence, as well as with aggressive and steadfast confidence. He believed In himself no less than in his
star; but he was guided by a thrifty
modesty till the crucial time had arrived, content with such minor places
as the practical politicians could af
ford to give him, while appearing as a
civil service reformer Inside the lines
ot his own party an undoubtlng,
Republican . He studied and
learned equally under George William
Curtis and Roscoe Conkllng Curtis,
the poseur in moral philosophy, tbe
gentleman In politics; Conkllng, the
poseur In oratory, he master of political organization and craft. He came
out of the opposing schools far to sur
pass his teachers tn the arts of im
pressing the public and handling tbe
party machinery, far to excecTl them
in fortuitous opportunity.
Rising to
power, on the crutches of civil service
reform, no sooner did he find himself
in the White House than he threw
them out of the window. Ever Bince
he has furnished examples of "how to
do It" which shame the living Piatt and
quite overshadow the memory of the
dead Quay. Neither, in the nigh noon
of his audacity, would have dared attempt what Theodore Roosevelt has
achieved. Neither could have survived
what contributes to Theodore Roose
velt's popularity and renown. Henry
Watterson in the Reader.

States Senators.

There seems to be quite an active
effort In some quarters to create a
sentiment In favor of O. A. Larrazolo
for United States Senator from New
Mexico, and his claims are urged lar
gely upon the fact that he Is of the
Spanish speaking race. The effort and
the basis of the claim are
and the object sought. Mr. Larrazo- lo's election to the U. S. Senate,
is
preposterous. No question of race
should enter into the discussion of the
qualifications of any candidate, and In
Mr. Larrazolo's case, no question of
Individual ability or fitness need be
discussed or thought of at the present
time. For the present we need consider his candidacy from no other
standpoint than that ot party politics
and party expediency.
Ever since his arrival In the United
States, Mr. larrazolo has been ' acti
vely Identified with the Democratic par
ty until a few weeks ago when he left
the party that had twice honored him
as Its standard bearer and proclaimed
himself to be a Republican. While
we- recognize that a man may see the
error of his way, have an honeBt conviction of his political sins, may seek
to flee the wratt to come and sincerely strive henceforth to follow the true
political faith, and while we welcome
him into the fold, yet there Is still
enough of Methodist Church policy
left In us to take such penitents only
upon probation, requiring them to do
works mete for repudiance before we
receive them into full connection and
give them United States Senatorshlps.
There are enough old wheel-horsetried and true and able, like Solomon
Luna, from whom to choose our sen
ators, and other officers, without pick
ing out the recently penitent raw re
cruit and bestowing upon him the honors that may be claimed only after
years of efficient and loyal party service. The raw recruit should be left
to drill In the ranks until he has
caught the step of his comrades, and
learned the new manual of arms. Mr.
Larrazolo Is young in years and in his
affiliations, and can afford to wait.
Taos Valley Npws.

Raton Delegates.
At the precinct convention held at
Raton, the following delegates were
ejected to the Colfax county convention: Precinct No. 6, T. F. McAulIffe,
Thomas McBride, W. S. Connett, A. R.
Streicher, E. C. Crampton, Hugo Sea-berE. G. Twltly, John Davis, Homer
Hobbs, James K. Hunt, L. S. Wilson
and John Boyle. From precinct No.
23, W. J. Linwood, Ernest Ruth, J. E.
Hunt and Frank Helming.
a

a

Of Course, He Will.
Do you intend to support the Re
publican nominee, whoever he may
be?" was asked Roosevelt yesterday.
Of course I shall," he replied with
emphasis.
a

a

Teddy Will Not Get New York Delegates.
Republican politicians in New York,
as a rule, refrain from making any
comment on Colonel Roosevelt's can
didacy. Those that did so predicted
that it would not result in bis securing
the ninety delegates from this stute
to Chicago.
Iowa's Governor For Taft.
Declaring that he was surprised that
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt "did not
long ago announce his adherence to his
eft repeated doctrine of 'square deal,'
tecognize the justice of the candidacy
of President Taft for
and give him the same loyal support
of
that President Taft as secretary
v.ar gave to the Roosevelt administra
tion," Governor B. F. Carrol of Iowa,
In a statement announced his support
The
for Taft for the presidency.
Iowa executive broadly intimates that
Wall street Influences are responsible for the opposition to President
Taft.

.

must be the peoplo, JuBt the common
people, are for him; the corporations
and interests are not.
Andrew
knew who his friends
were when ho advocated and endeavored to bring about an advisory primary for selection of the Senators.
This would have left It to the people.
We have no argument to make with
thnfln of our pnntpmnorariflti
who are

FULLOROWN BLIZZARD PAYS
CARLSBAD A BRIEF VISIT.
F, G. Tracy Returns From New York
to Look After Hii Fine Peach
Orchard Revivals Close.

Carlsbad, N. M, Feb. 29. A full
grown blizzard had Carlsbad In its
grip yesterday morning for an hour
tw0- " blew
tr0I,
sale from
publishing the fact that "Andrews is(r
the sir was full ot
politically dead," and that "the people Northwest and
In
was over.
the
an
scare
snow.
hour
do not want Andrews." If they believed this they would not devote Today the sun smiles as It nothing
from two to four columns to telling had ever happened. It rained Satur
It. reiterating It, and hysterically day night about a third of an Inch.
The moisture will help the stockmen
shrieking it.
The people of Dona Ana County and the farmers.
want Andrews. Not one of the electTracy Returns to Carlsbad.
F. G. Tracy returned Saturday night
ed members ot the legislature could
have been e1 ctd In the last election from New York, where he has spent
the big
if he had
openly declared against the winter. Mr. Tracy Is
peach glower In the Carlsbad project
Andrews before the election.
and comes back at this time to superWhy?
orchards
the
Because our people knew Andrews. intend personally
-There are probably five hundred peo- through the spring "ason. The outmost flattering for a bumper
ple in this county alone for whom be look Is
has done more than his duty. Ask peach crop this year. The winter has
will bloom
your neighbor if he has not, at some been cool and the trees
the comtime, needed the services of Andrews late. Mr. Tracy reports that
as delegate to Congress. How many mission firm that handled his crop
letters asking help or attention or last year li anxious to have the enwork of gome kind have gone out tire crop thlB season for their New
No contract has been
from Las Cruces alone? Ask it a let York trade.
ter has remained unanswered, or it made bo far, but It la likely that Mr.
will do his own packing and
everything possible was not perform- Tracy
that the commission house will have
ed.
Ask the common people of Chavez two experts at their own expense to
county whether or not they are for superintend the shipments.
Bound for Santa Fe.
Andrews.
They will look at their
Thomas J. Sanford leaves this week
magnificent public building and tell
for Santa Fe, where he will hold a po
you yes.
Ask the people of Bernalillo county sition under the corporation commisMr. Sanford is well qualified ,
If they are for Andrews. They will sion.
remember the $30,000 for the Irriga for the place, having had long experi
tion Congress,
the $200,000 public ence In public service. He came to
CarlBbad project about tlx years
building, and the numerous
things the
on account of health and has fully
Congress has done for them, and will ago
recovered. He has taken active part
say yes.
of the project and
We have told only the truth about in the
served for some time as president of
Mr. Andrews and believe that the untruths that others have told will not Pecos Water Users' Association.
Revival Meetings.
injure him with those who know him,
The revival meetings conducted by
and all New Mexico knows him and
Texas under the aus
his true service, always In their in- - Lockett Adair of
pices of all the churches of Carlsbad
terest.
with rousing meetings.
The
His party fealty Is above question. closed
been largely attended
He has alwayB been a Republican and meetings have
start two weeks ago and have
this is recorded to his credit even from the
resulted In many conversions. The
among Democratic
friends, for all
are well pleased with the remen respect a man'B belief In bis own cburchs
sults. It Is regretted that Mr. Adair
party principles, and he has treated could not have
continued at least an
men of all political beliefs fairly and
other week but he had an engagement
many men in other
parties would at
Brownwood, for which place he left
vote for Andrews today, If they had
this morning.
the privilege, for the very reason that
New Land Company,
there Is no question as to his staunch
The Harris Land Co. has just open
belief in his own party people like
ed offices In Carlsbad. The company
that.
has been bringing prospectors for sevNew Mexico as a state needs the
eral months and is so well pleased
services of a man who can obtain for
with the outlook that the move was
her all that is due.
Andrews can do
decided on. Six months ego Carls
that he haB done It in the past.
bad had only one active real esta'e
Now, ot course, those who have
the Farmers Land Company.
axes to grind for themselves through firm,
S nce then the Fuller Investment Co.,
some other candidate, and who are
the Deeded Land Co., the Wright
foolish enough to believe that they
Land Co., aud E. E. Hartshorn & Co.
can help their special triends by athave taken up lend business actively.
tacking Anarews, will tell you that ThlB is only one sign of the
spirit of
any delegate In Congress would have
that is stirring Carlsbad and
done tbe same that Andrews should progress
the country.
not have the credit.
Perhaps any other General who
happened to be at the head ot the
Union Army would
have won the
Civil War out we honor Grant and
give him the credit. Any man might
have sailed on the Santa Teresa and
discovered America but we honor
Columbus. Any president elected In
Lincoln's place might have abolished
slavery, out Lincoln did It, and we
honor ana revere Lincoln.
We do not class, Andrews with Lincoln or Grant or Columbus. Andrews
has simply been a delegate to Congress for a number of years and
he has performed his work well and
faithfully. He has delivered the
goods, and he deserves reward.
He should be elected to the United
States Senate. Rio Grande Republi-

NOT

A

DAY WITHOUT-

SUN6HINE IN FEBRUARY.
Keeping Close to the People,
Was
Cooler and Much Dryer
Month
Dona
State Senator H. B. Holt of
Than Average of Past
Ana county, has sent out the followForty Years.
ing letter to his constituents:
Having been honored by the citizens
of Dona Anp- county by election as
According to the official weather
bureau statistics, February was
a
State Senato'r, it Is my desire to serve
cool, dry, sunshiny month. The suntheir Interests at all times to the best
shine average was 77 per cent, and
of my ability.
not a day was without at least 10
In order that I may become familiar
per cent of sunshine, in fact, 28 days
with tbe necessities and desires ot my
had more than 30 per cent. The averconstituents I respectfully ask that
age temperature was 30 degrees, or
you write me, or call In person and Intwo degrees below the normal, but
form me as to any legislation which in
there were only two days that the
your opinion would be beneflclnl to the
maximum did not go above freezing
a a
people.
in the shade and not one day that thu
The Legislature will convene on
Ward Nails Democratic Lie.
sun temperature did not reach 50 de
March nth next and will probably be
"Absolutely false" is the brand can.
grees. The average maximum for the
in session for ninety days. During that
month was 42.9 degrees, the average
W. G. Ward upon the statements retime it will be my endeavor to keep
Charles
District
minimum 17.7 degrees, and the lowest
by
Attorney
placed
MPUDER
HERE'S
ANOTHER
t a
in touch with my constituents as clorecorded was 8 degrees below zero,
gardlng alleged misappropriation of
MONTH.
FOR
SHORTEST
ConActive.
Prohibitionists
Delegates to Republican State
sely as possible and I desire that you
school funds In Mora county, which
while the highest was 55 degrees on
of
The
Prohibitionists
the
petition
vention,
freely communicate with me at Santa
18. It was an ideal month
have been made, by Various persons
A quarr.il over tw.i cigar checks in February
for a constitutional amendment to the Fe as to any legislative matters in
Bernalillo County.
farm.
fcr various motives aud have been a
Pool for range and
New
at
the
me
State
the
pool
ga
E. S. Stover, Francis E. Wood, J. New Mexico constitution is receiving which you are interested, and favor
The greatest dally range In temperasent to several of the newspapers of
hall of Burton & Montgomery, 208
E Saint, Nestor Montoya, F. A. Hub-bell- , thousands of signers in all parts of the me with a full and free expression of
if
misguided:
ture was only 34 degrees on February
the slate by Industrious,
Roosevelt Not the Man,
Francisco Lucero y Montoya, P. Btate.
Mr. Ward said that North Third street, resulted at 8:15 29. nnd the least 9 degrees on Februyour views concerning same.
correspondent.
Inst night in a most cold blooded and
from the fact that the NationAside
WilM.
W.
John
D.
of
Perea,
Hanley,
Very respectfully yours,
he has attended every meeting
ary 24. The deficiency in tempera-lur- e
Indiana Weakest Point.
al Republican party ib not so radically
H. B HOLT,"
board of commissioner! of Mora coun deliberate murder when Sam Lyle.
son, A. A. Sedlllo, Thomas R. Duran,
pince New Year is 40 degrees and
for
210
Both
Theodore
Roosevelt and
inclined as it was three or six months
a
John Lee Clark, J. R. Salazar, T. O.
in precipitation 1.03 Inches. The toat which money has been paid out, blacksmith for T. J, Shlnlck, at
ty
mer
that
declare
Senator
Beverldge
ago, there is a further reason why with the exception of the last meet West Copper avenue, put a bullet from tal precipitation for February
A 5tormy Convention.
was
Mason, George R. Craig, S. Sanchez,
In
double-actio- n
two-fifth- s
of an inch; the snowfall
W. S. Strlckler, Edward A. Mann, Indiana presents the weakest point
The well owners of the lower Pecos Theodore Roosevelt will not be nomin. ing of the board which retired with a .41 caliber
and
Rootevelt
the
of
they
at Chicago: the second reason is the coming of statehood. Because of
Colt's revolver through the heart
campaign
was 6 Inches and the greatest precipiLuis Galles, 0. C. Hudson, Scferlno
Valley had a two days' convention at ated
have admitted that the Btate i for Roswell that was
Ira Carr, also colored. Lyle made no tation for any 24 consecutive hours
Crollott, Charles Mellnl, R. R. Polstormy and Indicat the stronger of the two, namely, the bail roads It was impossible for him
Taft.
arrest
under
one-thirof an inch, February 24 and
ed that another split along another fixed end unchangeable Bentlment of to be present at that meeting but resistance when placed
lock, M. E. HIckey, W. W. Martin,
of Police McMillin and Police. 25.
of
Thomas Hughes, A. C. Culver.
cleavage Is about 10 occur among the the people the United States against he acquainted himself thoroughly with by Chief
Prominent Recruit for Party.
man
few
a
C.
minutes
after
office
man
J.
wind movement was 6513
the
the
of
The
total
presid- the action taken at that time by
Martin,
holding
PecoB Valley Democrats. Says one of any
Chavea County,
N. C. ae Baca, a prominent Demoent more than eight years. The Re commissioners and learned that there the murder. "I'm the man," he said, miles, or an average of B.4 miles an
the Roswell dailies.
Dr. C. L. Parsons, Will Robinson, cratic lender In San
Miguel county for
"After a two days' stormy session publican national convention will act had been nothing done that could be nonchalantly, as he stood smoking a hour, the maximum velocity recorded,
E. S. Mundy, A. D. Grlle, E. A. Gaoi cigarette, while watching Carr breathe 39 miles an hour on February 19. The
years, yesterday at the San Miguel the argument sometimes ending In a in accordance with this fixed national 1 construed
as misappropriation
Russell.
Howard
Nathan
Jaffa,
boon,
the
county Republican convention, anIn regard to the Roy district, his last In the pool hall. "He insulted prevailing direction was from
mud slinging at the board and sentiment; but even if there should be funds.
nasty
Eddy County,
nounced that henceforth he would be
north.
the Artesian well ownerB some slip here, the people would take from whence has come the complaint, me and drew a knife on me," said the
supervisor,
t
C. M. Richards, W. T. Reed, Carls- a
classed as
Only two days were
Mr. Ward says that the school house slayer, " and I Just went and got my
Republican, being convinced that
care ot it at the polls.
bad; T. J. Sanford, Malaga; Frank Republican principles are best for of Chaves county attended by many re
Dr. Pearce waB c'oudy, 10 as partly cloudy and 17 as
If any chance now exceedingly re- - there Is being enlarged and the corps gun and shot him.
of the Eddy county well
presentatives
Newklrk, J. W. TurKnott, Artesla.
New Mexico.
has been Increased from hurriedly summoned to attend the dy- clear. One thunderstorm occurred.
owners, who efler being Invited to mole Theodore Roosevelt should be of teachers
Grant County.
to five, within the past two years. ing man, but the bullet, whith entered The mean relative humidity was 43
in the framing of a new pro- nominated' by the Republicans, the two
take
part
W. D. Murray, M. W. Porterfleld,
Clark Draws the Color Line.
fact that the school mon- the left breast, ranged downward per cent at 6 p. m. each evening.
law were not allowed a vote In Democrats would not need to bring up Despite the
W. D. Belden, W. H. Newcomb, L. H.
received from the territorial levy through the heart and Carr expired
Clark has draivn posed
Speaker
one:
ey
third
"No
but
Champ
argument
any
frame-ua
of
a
trick
BeBartlett, John T. McCabe, Dr. L. D, the color line at a banquet to be giv- the meeting by
The "Child's .Welfare" movement
about ten minutes after the officers ar
term." Colonel Roosevelt's attempt to last year was less than the year
Koblnson, W. H. Cox, Tom Lowe, R. en Thursday evening at Washington In which would not allow any proxies reot
has chnl. enged the attention
fore, the number of teachers has been rived.
own
is
his
away
inconsistency
explain
wortha
cognized, closed
practically
W. Goldlng, and Fred Bush.
honor of his
In a century increased throughout the couuly and
birthduy. less
From all the evidence at hand It ap thoughtful people everywhere. MothIneffectual.
but
clever
late
evenhere
meeting
yesterday
ers arc natural supporters, and will
Guadalupe County,
more money has been spent upon the
The advertisement
inviting people
to meet again next Saturday at the and a quarter of American nationality education of the children. Mr. Ward pears that Lyle and Carr met In the find in
A. E. Curren, M. G. Manzanares,
Foley's Honey and Tar Comread:. "Every man, woman and child, ing
were having a quiet
and
we have had 27 presidents and not one
hall
pool
club
at
Commercial
rooms
m.
9
a.
W. Edwards, Camillo Sanchez, Tres without
aid. Coughs
has investigated thoroughly the accu- game, when a dispute arose as to pound n most valuable
to color," but when
over
regard
ot
served
has
them
years.
eight
diswill
the
be
when
law
V.
H.
drainage
of school
Smith,
Baca, Esteban Gallegos,
and colds that unchecked lead to
Speaker Clark's attention was called cussed. The owners were called to There have been many times when it sation of misappropriation
which lost the cigar checks.
Cres-piD.
Ben
S.
Ben Jaramlllo,
Hardy,
bronchitis and pneumonia yield
funds and has found It to be untrue.
to It, he withdrew it immediately.
Lyle says that Carr applied several croup, to
consider a proposed new artesian well seemed to a large part of the American
and Dr. Smith.
Las Vegas Optic.
the healing and soothing
vile epithets to him and drew a knife quickly
law. A bunch of the lower valley well ptople as It a crisis demanded a longer
Lincoln County.
of Foley's Honey and Tar
ANDREWS.
In a menacing manner, Lyle
Campaign Against the Red Light,
of some able leader, but few presaying, qualities
term
wells
ownerB,
Jas. V. Tully, Ruldoso; W. E. Blan-charrepresenting
forty
For sale by all druggists.
A state-wid- e
The time has now come to discuss "I'll see about It," or words to that ef- Compound.
campaign for social
1,040 in th" valley, led by Dr. sidents have been tempted by the call,
0. T. Nye, nnd purity and against the: red
Richardson;
Senators.
light has against
and not one has ever succeeded in the matter of United States
fect, went, out of the hall, entered the
H.
of
C.
C.
near
Cu.uice
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Cumberland,
Lincoln;
Hlghtower
Lutz,
Henry
been 01)end
Albuciuernue bv John
This paper fnvors the candidacy room of James Henry, a colored por- RESULT OF HORSE
that
and J. R. Coleman, Capltan; H. B. Ha- - B, Hammond, who cleaned up Iowa. took the first part of the convention overcoming the fixed opposition
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course,
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In the load and It Is admitted that he
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INTERESTING OPINION IN
electors casting ballots for Sol Owen J State Canvassing Board, Inasmuch as
point representatives to foreign coun- above; be said (what cannot be quotQUO WARRANTO CASE. l-- vote (or and have their votes (the respondent did not see lit to offer
tries from Territories, bo New Mexico ed too often) "The example of four
counted and canvassed for 0. L. Owen any proor with respect to the allega- now enterB for the first time Into this Presidents
voluntarily retiring at the
E.
C.
Abbott Layi Down the and that if tho 1032 voteB mentioned tlons of fraud contained in his anJudge
rich field. Heretofore, the U. S. gov- end of their eighth year, and the proLaw M It Ha Developed In
are so counted relator had in fact a swer, the issues for decision by the
ernment has had to work at a great gress of public opinion, that the prinThli Jurisdiction.
plurality of 90 votes more than res court have become res'rlcted to the
disadvantage In these Spanish-sneakinciple Is salutary, have given it In
pondent and more otes than any per question whether the 1032 votes alcountries, because it did not have practice the force of precedent and
The following Is the opinion of sons other man H, H, Williams and leged to have been returned and can
I
any population from which to obtain usage; Insomuch, that, SHOULD
A
Judge E. C. Abbott In the case Of the M, S. Droves for said offices of State vassed for "Sol Owen" should be cre
Is PRESIDENT CONSENT TO BE A
The Race Issue Opportunities for his triumphant election to Congress representatives to whom Spanish
Territory ex rel, O. L, Owen, vs. Corporation Commissioners,
dited to the reiator, "O. L. Owen."
and good record In office; of his the natural tongue and who are thor- CANDIDATE FOR A THIRD ELECNative New Mexicans.
George H. Van Stone, Involving the
Upon this question the court there
The respondent in his answer de
energy and nroKresBlvenees as shown oughly at home In every Spanish-speakin- g TION, I TRUST HE WOULD BE REposition ot Btate corporation, commisfore
finds:
'
hv tha nTartitn nt (ha flnoaf w,M.nn,
nies that, In law, it was tin wish, will
country. But now, the gov JECTED, ON THIS DEMONSTRA;
sioner:
To the Editor of the New Mexican.
let. That he 601 ballots cast
v
In the Territory before the coming of ernment can take advantage of its TION OF AMBITIOUS VI1SWS." An
Intent of the voters casting such
and
i
Opinion,
I happened to be absent In New the railroads, and the finest solid busi- good fortune in
ballots to vote for "0. L, Owen," and Luna county returned for "Sol Owen'
having hundreds of entire century has passed by since
This Is an information In the nature
a couple ot months ness
block In Las Vegas after that excellent men, perfectly adapted to those sagacious views were expressed
alleges that the ballot Is the only evi- were intended by the electors casting York, at the time,
Isof a quo warranto
by the State o! dence of their lntont. Respondent al the Bame for "0, L, Owen" and that ago, when the subject of "Race
of
as
and
here
his public spirit
the work,
In New Mexico. It la by the, author of the great Declaraevent;
In the
New Mexico on the relation, ot jO. L. leges certain frauds eg having been said ballots must be counted for "O sue" was somewhat discussed
shown on many occasions. And then a noble object of ambition to repre- tion of Independence, and they with
L Owen", and not for "Sol Owen.
Mexico Press; but as the echoes the President
New
Great
committed
within
are
sent
the
counties
certain
said, "Now, you
Republic In a foreign the magnificent language of the Father
Owen, .Relator, and directed to GeorgiS
"hlch w6;ild, If corrected,, change
,2nd. That the 3591 ballots return of that discussion are still heard and giving real reasons; he seems to be land; and every Intelligent, bright ot our " country,
on
this most
j
H. Van Stone, Respondent.
.,
so
.
ed from McKlnley county as' having the subject Is oue which Involves
tllA vadllH tt tti alanHnn an
. have
the right man; go to the Attorney New Mexican Is by birth and education important
become
subject,
new
tn
our
s alleged
the Information that
wunnndflnt and s Marline. been cast for "Sol Owen" Were In much danger to the future of
General and tell him these same ready to render splendid service to almost as binding on the people,
In
a
few
at a Democratic' convention held
thoughts, things and say I sent you,",. And that his country by taking one ot these as if they had been incorporated in
Would prove to have been elected. No tended for "O. L. Owen" by these State, I beg to submit
Santa Pe on October 3rd, 1911, die Te- - proof was offered by respondent In electors cas.mg the same and that firstly as to such "race iSBue" being afternoon Mr. Romero was
.
.
..
.
the Constitution of the Republic. The
appointed, positions.
VQ.
and
In
leading to
principle
lator, 0. L, Owen, the respondent,
The argument In favor of Bending Republican party, Is even now threatsupport of such allegations and in said ballots must be counted for "O, all- wrong
Now that little piece of history II.
to
as
and
H. Van Stone, and 8. Martinez Were the absence of
but
secondly
evil,
nothing
proof the same must L. Owen" and not for "Sol Owen."
lustrates the whole matter. The Pre- men of Spanish descent, perfectly fa ened with schisms, such as it never
chosen end nominated as the Demo- be
3rd. That 60 ballots were cast In the lack of reason for any such race
The informadisregarded.
sident was right. The only real cri- miliar with the language and at home had to contend with before .n Its hisown
our
cratic candidates for the offices of tion also alleges that 12 votes were precinct 7 of Sandoval county for
population.
among
feeling
terion Is character and adaptation to among the people of any of the Soutb tory, but it It should be so forgetful
hisState Corporation Commissioners, the returned for "mcl Owen," fn precinct L Owen" but by mistake of the
Its
of
From the very beginning
the place. Certain positions require or central American countries, as ot its reverence for Washington, and
same being offices required by the 24 of Santa Fe county, which were Judges of election returned for "Sol tory as a part of the United States,
ministers and consuls, is so plain Jefferson as to nominate Mr. Roosetechnical professional knowledge;
constitution in the State of New Mex- In fact cast for "O. L. Owen," and Owen" and must be counted for "O New Mexico has been peculiarly freo District
and strong, that with Senators who velt for a third term, I very much
Attorney should certainly
ico to be elected at an election held that such return was an error of tho
or
Owen."
race
divisions.
will make a business of these matters, fear that It will be Its deaiii-knelrace
from
prejudice
a lawyer; a Surveyor General
November 7th, 1911, and .nat the Re- officers 9f election. The Informa4tn. That 12 ballots cast In pre- Of nineteen persons elected as Dele- State
a surveyor; but that we ought to have a large fraction of I will voluntarily place Itself at the
Engineer
publican and Socialist parties at their tion also alleges 'hat CO votes were clnct 24 of Santa Fe county were In gates to Congress, ten were born In comes under the head ot adaptation. all of these positions held from New mercy of the Democratic party, and
conventions regularly held for the returned for "Sol Owen," In precinct fact cast for 'O. L. Owen" but wrong New Mexico, seven In "the States," no one would think of
Mexico. Thus, so far as official op- we can easily imagine the tremenhaving a Secre
purpose also, nominated certain can- 7 of Sandoval county which were In fully returned as caBt for "Sol Owen' one In Oermany and one In Ireland. tary who could not write ior a Trea portunities go, our Spanish-Americaunanswerable arguments
dous, and
didates, mentioned, In the Information, fact cast for O. L. Owen and erron- and must be counted for "O. L. In the popular branch of the Legisla surer who could not keep accounts. friends ere In much the beBt posi that party will make during the camhalf
for
Owen."
for such offices.
tion
men
d
of
set
the
ot
in
United
our
counted
and
membership
Violation of the
canvassed
6n
the
for
any
though
ture,
eously
paign,
But the fact that the man waa Born
'
6th. That said 1032 ballots so cast a century was very largely made up In
That at the time ot such nomina- "Sol Owen."
principles of the greatest
one place or another, or that bis States. They certainly have no rea
tions all of the said nominees were
The cause proceeded to a hearing must be counted and credited for "O of native New Mexicans, yet fourteen parents spoke some other language son to wish to draw lines of division Soldier, and Sage of the Revolutionqualified to hold such offices and were upon the Information,
the answer L. Owen" and that the said "0. L. times out of thirty-eigh- t
they elected than English, cuts no figure whatever. and raise "race Issues." With proper ary Era. Our party must not rely
so qualified at the time of the elec- and the reply. The responoent
In Owen" would therefore have a plura
Speaker from the
It is the glory ot the American Re activity and tact on the part of our too much on the strength ot party
tion.
troduced in evidence bis certificate lity of 90 votes more than the res- members.
public that It affords to every citizen Senators, every ambitious young man, ties, for they are not nearly so strong
That after such Democratic conven- of election and rested. The relator pondent, G. H. Van Stone and that
Among those who have achieved an equal opportunity for prosperity tn whom Spanish la the native Ian. as they were In by gone times. Thoution was held the permanent chairman produced witnesses who were pre- the relator, O. L. Owen was in fact prominence and held official positions and success; and this without
can obtain a position
where sands and tens of thousands of good
regard guage,
Is excellent, where be will staunch partymen will
and secretary thereof, in accordance sent at the election in precinct 24 of elected to the office of State Corpora here, there have been natives of Ger to his parentage or
repudiate the
place of birth. A the salary
with law, over their official signatures Santa Fe county who swore that the tion Commissioner Instead of ti. H. many, France, England,
Scotland, man's character and qualifications are enjoy the Interest end variety of for party that has so far forgotten Itself
Scan
certified to the various Probate Cierks Democratic ballots used in that pre- Van Stone, thus that the relator, O. Wales, Spain, Portugal, Holland,
eign life, and will find opportunities ai to nominate a citizen for a third
the sole subjects for Inquiry.
of New Mexico the names of all the cinct on election day had printed up- L. Owen Is one of the three candi dinavia, Poland, Switzerland, Italy,
for success such as his leBs fortunate term. Sincerely hoping that the party
haB often been Bald that a larger
It
CaMexico
and
Be'.ected
n
besides
end
Democratic nominees
on them the name "0. L. Owen," and dates having received the greatest and (Turkey,
brother cannot hope o Lincoln, Blaine, Harrison, Logan,
offof Spanish-Americaproportion
In
New
well
born
in
those
as
as
such
of
convention and
nominated by
to attain, without, great labor and al Garfield and McKlnley, will be as
votes for the office of State nada,
that none of them had printed there number
icials
were
my admiappointed
'
during
flnrnni-ntln;
PntnmliifilnnAi.
from
States'
the
those
and
such
Mexico
"the
certificates
one
of
each
on the name "Sol. Owen.
It was
faithful to Its traditions as when It
nistration as Governor than In any most a lifetime of effort.
L. BRADFORD
name of the relator,, O. L. Owen,
also testified that the votes that were
refused to nominate for a third term,
PRINCE.
Judgment of ouBter may be ' pre- and It has been a very rare occurrence other four years; and I believe that
a
was
of
no
candidate
ot
the
one
that
box
as
Democratic
counsel
from
Doted i'eb. 26, 1912.
and counted pared by
nativity
the
the ballot
taken
the greatest soldier of the Civil War,
peared
against the respond
this is true. But they were not seminees for the office of Corporation by the Judges ot election Immediately ent, G. H. Van Stone, and for relator used for or against him In a campaign. lected because
General Grant, and hoping that (for
were Spanish- they
All
i
who
of
no
of
and
costs.
waB
one
of
course,,
right..
for
containCommissioner
the
after
the polls
This,
the best interests ot the Republic)
.
upon
No Third Term for Anyone.
closing
but because we thought
.
were eligible to election were citizens Americans,
E. C. ABBuTT,
such certificates did the name of "Sol ed the name "O. h. Owen," and that
Piesident Tatt will be nominated and
1912.
N.
Santa
M
March
them
the
Fe,
best
6,
to
the
adapted
positions
none of the ballots so cast and countI am as ever
Owen" appear.
judge. of the United States, and every citi to be filled. Does anyone suppose that Mr. Editor:
triumphantly
American
of
the
RepubYour friend,
That such certificates of nomina ed contained the name "Sol Owen,"
Dated at Santa Fe, N. M., February zen
Amado
to
Chaves
was
inauselected
I have read, with
lic Btands on an equal footing, wher
great pleasure.
A. L, M0KRISON.
tion were delivered to such Probate and It was also testified that there 29th, 1912.
ever he was born and whatever his gurate the modern school system, as your manly, outspoken article, under
Clerks by special postofflce delivery were 12 Democratic ballots tor "0. u
Territorial Superintendent, simply be- the
Order and Judgment
language.
caption, "Endorse Taft," and will SUFFRAGETTES MUST
and, more particularly, did the Pro Owen" and no oallots for "Soi Owen."
This cause coming on regularly to
No country In the world Is nearly cause he was born in New Mexico; be obliged if you will permit me to
bate Clerks of Luna and McKlnley The ballot box of precinct 24 Santa
GO TO JAIL AND WORK.
or
Demetrlo
was
that
Perez
chosen
me
heard
be
before
the
Informa
upon
so cosmopolitan as the United States.
add a few words thereto. After watt
counties receive such certificates on Fe county was also Introduced, idenna Auditor for a similar reason? Not
filed
answer
tion
the
the
AtlanpiaintlnT,
by
The original settlement of the
ing for over half a century, for ad American Woman Among Those Who '
the 23rd day of October, 1911, a date tified and opened by order of the
at all, but because after long conside- mission
to the glorious Sisterhood of'
more than ten days prior to the' elec court and there were found to be 12 filed by the defendant, and the reply tic Colonies was Dutch on the Hud
Got Two Month
for Break,
each
to
the
seemed
be
Ideal
ration,
of
the
the
defendant
ana
on
tne Delaware,
plaintiff,
being son, Swedish
the States ot the Union, after being
tion.
Democratic ballots containing the
ing Windows.
for
the
to
be
person
In
place
particular
and
well
blatof
present
on
coast
to
as
person
the
accompanied French
Maine,
subjected
flagrant insults by
That the Probate Clerks of the va- name of "0. L. Owen" therein and no
filled.
And bo, of many others.
ant demagogues like Beverldge, of Inrious counties within New Mexico ballots containing the name of "Sol by his counsel, Neill B. Field, Fran- as English in other sections ; afterLondon, Eng., March 5. Two suffra
C.
Is
C,
not
to
Wilson
It
D.
and
be
cis
Cleveland,
of
Owen
came
and
however,
of Oklahoma, after gettes who took part in last night!
wards
he vast Immigration
supposed,
diana,
were required by law to have pre Owen."
- that anyone will arise to oppose
In
the
and
relator
and
Scandlnapernot
of
will
the
of
for
being
(I
say patiently,
present
Irish,
waiting
Germans,
A witness was produced by the rewindow smeBhing campaign Jn Vic
pared and printed all of the ballots
of the various political parties with- lator who was present at the election son accompanied by his counsel H. D. lans, followed .by the Influx from fundamental principle that all Amer- that woud not be true) for almost two toria Btreet In the vicinity of the
on
Itaican
citizens
court
Terrell
and
stand
an
1b
the
J.
of
and
and
end
H,
eastern
our
at
southern
added
Crist,
Star
last
equality
cerEurope
in precinct 7 of Sandoval county and
generations,
House of Parliament were sentenced
in New Mexico, who had lawfully
distributed
the
Democratic having heard the evidence submitted lians, Greeks, Poles, Russians, Hun- that the only proper matters for con- ti the luminous American Constellatitled their nominees to such clerks. who
by the Bow Street magistrate today to
sideration
In
of
and
the
the
In
and
selection
of
officials
the
kindred
and
and
the
argument
counsel,
tion,
people.
Nearly
poorest
shepherd
on
garians,
said day, who testified that
two months' Imprisonment with hard
That within he counties of Luna ballots
ere character and fitness. It would be mountains is the equal, on election labor. The
and McKlnley the Probate Clerks of the Democratic ballots so distributed being fully advised In the premises, every native of New Mexico, Including
magistrate has 150 cases
years ot age, was a most unfortunate and dangerous day, to the multimillionaire and as the against suffragettes still to deal with,
such counties, without the knowledge had printed thereon the naThe of "O. and having heretofore rendered bis all up to sixty-fiv- e
born under the American flag, while thing if bad feeling was to be stirred good old Quaker Poet Whittier saiys eighty-seveof them arising from the
o consent of relator, O. L. Owen, ano L. Owen," and that none of said bal- opinion herein;
It Is therefore Ordered, Considered over ten millions of the Inhabitants up between the two great component in his poem, "The Poor Voter on Elec- serious riots ot last Friday, when the
against his will, and contrary to law, lots bad printed thereon the name
and Adjudged that the said . H. Van In the older States are of foreign parts of the population ot New Mex tion Day":
accused caused damage to the amount
wholly failed to have placed and "Sol Owen;" this witness also testi'
and the
Stone be and be hereby Is ousted and birth.
ico, the Spanish-America- n
of (25,000, and the others In connec"The proudest now is but my peer,
printed upon the Democratic ;. ticket fied that he was present when the
on' any such false
It would be absolutely absurd.
tion witb last night's disturbance.
within
their respective
counties, ballots that were cast at said election excluded from the office of State Cor
The highest not more high;
Issue. Each has qualities of excel
American Woman Sentenced.
which were used at such election, the in said precinct were counted by the poration Commissioner of the State therefor, even If It were not wrong on
of all the weary year,
Today,
belence a lltt.e different from the other, A
New Mexico, and from exercising principle, to have any feeling exist
Alice Wright, described es an Amerof men am I.
Judges, of election and that said bal of
king
,iam,e,.ot (X L, Qwen, hut, on the
of the duties and functions there- tween one class of Americans and an each supplements that in which
the
ican residing In Paris, was sentenced
wrongfully and unlawfully cau lots had printed thereon the name any
sed the name of "Sol Owen" to be of "O. L. Owen" and that none of of, and from enjoying any of the pri- other, simply on account of parentage other Is deficient, and the two work- Today, alike are great end small,
today by the magistrate Bitting at the
as
sen
be
nd
descent. It would
emoluments and franchises
fully
ing together, and in the end welded The nameless and the known;;
West London police court to two
printed thereupon and did distribute said ballots had printed thereon the vileges,
descendants
the
to
sible
to
try
array
together, will produce greater and My
month's imprisonment at hard labor
Is the people's hall,
such ballots so printed by them Im- name of "Sol Owen." The ballot thereunto appertaining, and that be
the costs of this proceeding, to be f the old Dutch settlers of New York tietter results than either would do by The palace
ballot-box- ,
on a charge of window smashing. All
mediately before the date of such box of precinct 7 of Sandoval county pay
my throne."
their
of
the
Engdescendants
Itself.
against
the other women wbo engaged in the
election as the official Democratic wag also introduced, Identified and taxed, and that execution may Issue lish
successors, or vice versa, as to And now I wish to add a few
If the question should be asked, to raid yesterday In the west end of Lon
ballots or tickets of their respective opened by order of the court and the therefor.
pract
and create a feeling of antag- ical words as to
stir
up
E.
C.
ABBOTT,
the particularly for whom (more than to any other man don, received similar sentences. The
contents thereof were introduced In
counties.
onism between the older and the new
tunate position In which the Spanish-speakin- or Bet of men) do we owe this price- addition ot hard labor to the term of
Judge.
That all of said ballots were regular evidence. It was found that tSere
er comers In the history of New Mex
half of our ppopulatlon is less privilege? Only one reply could Imprisonment
has caused
dismay
and lawful In form and contents with were 60 Democratic ballots having
ico.
women.
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has
the exception of the omission of the printed thereon the name "0. L.
In selecting officers, the one Im placed by the coming of Statehood; be given and that would be "William among the
we
look
if
are to
at this matter Howard Taft, President of the United
name "0. L. Owen" and the insertion Owen" and that no ballots In said won Its great reputation and extensive portant point Is to obtain the most for
cures of efficient and honorable men with the from the standpoint of direct political States." As yomrfersely put it, "Taft THREE ARE VICTIMS
In place thereof of the name "Sol box had printed thereon the name of sale by Its remarkable
benefit
much
the advantage la good enough for the New Mexicans.
"Sol Owen" and that there were no coughs, colds and croup. It can Be
they have
OF JEAL0U8 RAGE.
Owen."
special qualifications required by the
half.
He la more than good enough, he Is
That relator had no knowledge or ballots In said oox for "Sol Owen."
depended upon. Try It. Sold
by office; and without., any regard to of the English-speakinMan Charged
As a state, New Mexico will be en- the best man for New Mexico's inte- Nowata,
Oklahoma,
Information that such ballotB had
The relator also produced as a wit all dealers.
other matters.
and
With Killing Sweetheart
been so wrongfully printed and dis- ness the former probate clerk and
I remember a very good illustration titled to its full proportion of the vast rests. He gave New Mexico statehood
Two Others.
tributed until a date long subsequent
Recorder ot Luna county, Lee 8TRIKER3 MAKE THINGS
of this principle, in my own expe- number of appointments that exist un- while Roosevelt merely promised it
5.
March
Okla.,
Harvey
Nowata,
to the election and that 0. L. Owen 0. Lester, who swore that he received
WARM FOR JOHN BULL. rience, which I think has never been der the National government. We and then Ignored It, and finally sought
have been a Territory so long that tj add Insult to Injury by seeking to Hurst, whose wife and Elsie Adams,
bad a right to believe, and did be- and had filed and recorded, according
printed.
who on the night of February 3 were
London, March 6. Railroad work
law, the certificate of nomination
lieve, that the Probate Clerks of Luna
In 18S9, when the Republicans were this comes as a novelty, and it re- force New Mexico and Arizona to be
of
and McKlnley counties would carry of the Democratic party, which cer- ers throughout the United Kingdom returned to power under President quires a careful study of the Blue come one commonwealth." Very true, found dead In the burning ruinscovout and perform their duties relative tificate of nomination contained the continue to be discharged from their Harrison, there was a very large num- Book to ascertain what we will really and he used all the power which he their home, were drugged, then
to
name "O. L. Owen" as one of the employment owing to the shortage of ber of candidates for different positions bo entitled to. Of course, as to what then possessed to consummate this ered with oil and burned, according
to the printing of such tickets and
of Edwin DeBarr, state
the
testimony
the
of
restriction
we
and
coal,
"Insult
and
have
New
them
laws
of
candidates
necessitating
for Corporation Commis
by the
actually get, that will depend larInjury,"
upon
might
in New Mexico. I was Inaugurated
At New Castle this as Governor on April 17th. One by gely on the activity and tact of our succeeded, were It not for the Foraker chemist, at the preliminary hearing of
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Personal Mention.

The Guild of the Church of the Holy
Faith met with Mrs. James L, Sellg-maat her home on upper Palace av.
enue yesterday afternoon.
The Wallace Club held a business
meeting this afternoon at the home of
Mrs. H. H. Dorman on Buena Vista
No guests were present,
Dr, J. A. Massie, who accompanied
W. Bayard tutting, whose death is announced today, to New York, will return to Santa Fe on Thursday of next

In Santa Fe on Thursday
being unavoidably detained In Albuquerque.
Mayor H, O. Bursuui of Socorro, will
arrive In Santa Fe on Thursday, to at
Never moMy Easily made
tend the state convention.
By Mn.Janet McKentie Hill, Editor of
TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1912.
School
Boston
the
Magazine
Cooking
J. H. McHughes Is up from Cerrll-los- .
Nearly everybody likes Boston brown
Mrs. R. J. Palen Is confined to her
bread, but so many have experienced home
with Illness.
trouble with its being soKKy, tliey have
Miss Jouett Fall Is reported on tho
become discouraged. Here Is a new
few
If
simple sick list this week.
recipe that cannot foil the
directions are carefully followed. You
George H. Vun Stone of Estancia, is
will be delighted with the results.
a visitor in Santa Fe.
H. H. Dorman went to Taos this
forenoon on a business matter.
Mrs. Frank Andrews Is able to be
out again after a spell of Illness.
Judge and Mrs. Frank W. Parker
and son are guests at the Sanitarium.
of
M. L. English, a milling man
Dolores, southern Santa Fe county, Is
In the capital.
C Browa. Bread
Representative Jose P. Lucero of
com-wea- l;
On and one-hatup yellow tea- Lumberton, Rio Arriba county, has ar
1
flour; 1
cup entire-wherived for the legislative session.
cup tweet milk; i cup
spoon salt;
Rafael Romero, a merchant of Mora,
molasses; S level teaspoonfuts K C Baarrived In the city last evening and
king Powder.
three times, meal, flour. registered at the Montezuma.
Sift
salt and baking powder. Mix molasses Alex. Bowie, of Bowie, Colorado,
sweet
milk and stir into dry in- frrmerly of Gallup and a member of
and
gredients to make a smooth batter. Turn the state legislature, is a visitor In
Futo two empty K C Baking Powder the
capital.
boxes, thoroughly buttered, and let
M. A. Ross, the well known lumber
steam three hours. This bread is par- man of
Albuquerque, arrived In Santa
ticularly good to serve with salads or Fe last evening and is a guest at the
raw oysters; also at breakfast, as toast
Montezuma.
of all kinds.
Judge A. B. Fall left the city last
Raisins or currants may be added,
evening over the New Mexico Censome
it
without.
prefer
though
tral for his ranch at Three Rivers,
Readers of this paper may obtain The Otero county.
Cook's Book containing this and 89
Dr. J. A. Massie returned to Santa
other delicious recipes free by sending Fe on the
flyer this forenoon after ac
the colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Raking Powder to companying the late W. Bayard Cutthe Jaquks Mko. Co., Chicago. Send ting to New York.
38
for The Cook's Book today.
Malaquias Martinez, state oil In
spector, arrived In the city from his
J. B. Hayward went to Espanola this home in Taos last evening and registered at the Coronado.
forenoon on Insurance business.
Judge Edward A. Mann left the city
L. Bradford Prince has
yesterday for his home in Albuquer
returned from a trip to Espanola.
was In the city
Mrs. Agnes Peaster, of Albuquerque, que. Judge Mann
on
business before the supreme
left the city yesterduy for her home. court.legal
Former Attorney General W. C. Reld
8tate Senator J. T. Mnbry and fam
is In Santa Fe to attend the supreme
ily of Clovis, will arrive in Santa Fe
session.
court
on Saturday.
They would like to
Congressman George Curry arrived have rooms and board with a private
In Santa Fe on the noon train from

New Brown Bread Recipe

29, 191Z
Espanola, is a visitor In the city. .
o(
J. Morley and Frank Murney, farm
businessman
ers of Stanley, are In the city paying week.
Taos, If a Santa Fe visitor,
The Thirteen Club met this after
unifoii Rtntea Marshal Charles M taxes.
the Theodore Chacon and Peter D, Cha noon at the home of Mrs. A. C. Thom
Is iu
nf
Alhuaueraue.
ciroi.
con of Albuquerque are guests at the as on Buena Vista Lotus. The guests
caplla1'
present besides the club members
V. Palace.
A.
General
Former Adjutant
0. Sargent, Mrs. E. R.
Medina, a coal freighter of were: Mrs. W,
ia a visitor in
Thomas
of
Raton,
Tarkington
and Mrs. T. A. McCarthy.
Cuba, Sandoval county, is In the city Wright
the capital.
There will be an Important meeting
of I.as on business.
George H. Hunker, attorney
Julius Staab arrived of Stephen Watts Kearny Chapter,
In Santa Fe and a
Probate
Judge
a
Is
visitor
Vegas,
of the American Revolu
Inst evening from Albuquerque In au Daughters
guest at the Montezuma.
tion, at the residence of Mrs. L. Bradof automobile.
T J. Martinet, civil engineer
ford
Prince, on Monday afternoon, at
to his 'home
Alfredo Moya, a farmer of Rowe,
Arroyo Hondo, returned
is in the city vis- 4 o'clock. All members are urged to
here.
San
county,
business
Miguel
after transacting
be present.
of Cim- iting relatives.
George Hemley, an attorney
The members of the choir of the
well known attora
home
after
E.
Dobaon,
W.
his
to
returned
arron
church were enjoyably
Is In the city on Presbyterian
here.
of
business
ney
Albuquerque
legal
transacting
entertained last Thursday evening at
enlegal business.
W R. Smythe, the good roads
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Teare. The
for a conference
Mrs. M. H. Byrd, who has been vis
gineer Is In the city
choir sang songs and played games af
Militing tn Oklahoma, returned to her ter which
v.itb State Engineer Charles D.
they were served with delec
home here last evening.
ler.
table refreshments.
of
Sllvlnno Roybal, former sheriff
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Albu
for
Rio Arriba county, anived in the city querque, left the city last evening
his home In his home in Albuquerque.
Congressman George Curry writes
yesterday afternoon from
Felix Lujan, a farmer of San Ilde-- the New Mexican that he will leave
Charaita.
la plan fonso, who has been visiting relatives Washington for Santa Fe on the night
Attorney E. C. Wade, Jr..
residence on In the city, left for his home.
of March 4, expecting to arrive here
ning to erect a handsome
conventhe Alameda Boulevard this spring.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy on the day before the state
He returned to
left the city last night for Albuquer- tion, that Is Friday.
Rio Grande Republican.
marC. M. Foraker, United States
Washington from New York on Febque where he will transact business.
Tom Burke, a business man of Fol- - ruary 23, after having had lunch with
shal, whose home is In Albuquerque,
Roosevelt and dinner
arrived in the city last evening and soin, Union county, is in the city and
Rider
will
remafn until the legislature with
number of Rough
is stopping at the Montezuma.
Chief Justice Clarence J. Ronerts meets.
friends.
has returned from Raton to attend the J. C. Garrison, a ranchman of
Violet Luncheon.
is a visitor In the city.
Bession of the state supreme court
seven-coursviolet
An elaborate
A. Dockweiler Is In town from hla luncheon waB given yesterday after
which convenes next Monday.
W. R. Smythe, good roads engineer, mining claims on the upper ePcos.
noon in honor of Miss Irene Hunter,
whose headquarters are near Las VeHarry Wheeler, a carpenter living the guest of Miss Ruth Laughlin, by
last
evening on Manhattan avenue, was removed
gas, arrived in the city
her home on
Miss Jouett Fall at
and registered at the Montezuma.
yesterday to the St. Vincent's hospi- Buena Vista Loma. The dining room
for
district
attorney
G.
C. W.
Ward,
tal, where he is reported seriously ill. was lighted
by violet color shaded
the fourth Judicial district, returned
F. R. Jones of Las Vegas, general candles which harmonized well with
to his home in Las Vegas last even superintendent of the Wells Fargo the violets and Jonquils that formed
ing after spending the day in Santa Express Company, left the city last the centerpiece of the luncheon table.
Fe.
in violet
evening after inspecting the local of- The favors, were bon-bon- s
Dr. J. A. Massie accompanied W. fice.
colored baskets.
The
present
guests
Washington, DC.
P.t.yard Cutting to New York yester
W. H. Chrlsman, San Juan county's were: Miss Irene Hunter, Miss Ruth
A. A Wynne, of the forest service,
day, uronson uuums um uui
in the House, who has Laughlin, Miss Frances
McDonald, whose
reuresentatlve
headquarters are In Albuquer
pany his father but remains in ama been visiting at his old home in Iowa, Miss May Bergere, Mls3 Florence
que, spent Saturday In the Capital.
Fe.
will arrive in Santa Fe in time for Spitz, Miss Stella Bergere, Miss Anita
Captain E. P. Bujac of carlsDaa,
Representative W. W. Nichols writes the Republican state convention.
Miss
Bergere, Miss Amelia McFle,
mentioned for the position of adjutant
the New Mexican from Clovis that he
W. H. Andrews telegraphs Mary McFle, Miss Lucy Grygla, Mrs.
Senator
general, is in Santa Fe from Carlsbad. will srrlve In Santa Fe tomorrow to the New Mexican that he will arrive J. M. Fall and Mrs. C. C. Chase.
M. A. Gonales, the rancner oi adisecure quarters for his legislative in
tomorrow forenoon on
Albuquerque
'
and clerk of Rio Arriba county.
quiu,
stay.
to
' Arthur C. Rlngland, United States the Santa Fe Flyer and will get
Fe yesterday for AiDuquer-que- .
Santa
left
Santa Fe early next week.
Last Tuesday Miss Frances L. Woodforester, has returned to Albuquerque
G.
W. R. Smythe, good roads engineer, ard of Kaufman, TexaB, and Harry
from Phoenix. Arizona, where he
R C. Rankin, Mrs. Rankin and their
after- Clunn, of Three Rivers, were united
went to confer with sheep growers went to Albuquerque yesterday
arrived from Las Vegas yes
daughter
Iva
of
Mrs.
noon to Inspect the Scenic Highway in marriage at the home
and are guests at tne
afternoon
regarding a reduction of grazing fees.
terday
Paso.
on
El
men
Mesa
avenue.
a view of placing more
Woodard, 508
Albuquerque Herald.
Palace.
were
of
the
friends
a
few
couple
headquarOnly
.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron of Santa that road. Mr. Smythe's
W. F. Reed of Albuquerque, former'
invited to the quiet home ceremony
Fe. former delegate in Congress and ters are at Las Vegas.
of Santa Fe, arrived in Santa Fe
ly
Rev.
the
which
to
by
was
returned
performed
Mrs. Hugh Glllmore,
Republican candidate before the legis
last
evening and registered at the
Methodist
the
of
In
Charles
Dickey
a
J.
relatives
with
the
after
visit
city
lature for United States Senator, was
Palace.
Paso.
El
church
of
Episcopal
last
evening.
an arrival last night from the state Owensboro, Kentucky,
Colonel W. H. H, Llewellyn went to
The bride is the daughter of W. 8.
Mrs. Glllmore, Mrs. Bird and Mr. Pan
McDon
capital. Albuquerque Journal.
a retired con- Albuauerciue to meet Governor
of
Woodard
Kaufman,
from
quar
diverging
T.
returning
key
Mrs.
W.
Thornton
Governor and
to
music in the pub ald and party and to escort them
who are in Los Angeles, expect to ters met at Belen and entered the tractor. She taught
lic schools of her native city and was Las Unices.
be borne In Santa Fe late in March. city on the same train.
Valencia and his son J.
Federal Judge William H. Pope re- a graduate of the Chicago National n. Pollcarpio
Mrs. Thornton has been ill the past
C. Valencia of Santa Cruz were
well
is
Music.
School
The
groom
of
six weeks and had both ears operated turned last evening from Washington,
as the clever pleasant callers at the New Mexican
on at a Los Angeles hospital. She Is D. C, after a strenuous trip. A snow known In New Mexico
for office today.
B.
A.
to
candidate
Fall,
secretary
blockade In Kansas delayed the San
at present convalescent.
Dr. and Mrs. Lucky will pass
Harold R. Jamison, one of the ta Fe flyer due on Monday forenoon the United States Senate. Tbe ma;
four through here tomorrow from Santa Fe
a
followed
of
courtBhip
riage
o'clock
(tie
10
train
until
attorlast evening,
most prominent of the younger
for El Paso, going for Mrs. Luckeys
neys of Albuquerque, has Hied bis being more than three days behind years.
After the ceremony tn El Paso, the health. Estancia News.
commission and taken the oath of of- schedule.
national Democratic
A. A. Jones,
took the train for Santa
fice as assistant district attorney of B. F. Pankey, state senator, arrived newlyweds
over In Albuquerque committeeman, spent Saturday In the
Bernalillo, Sandoval and McKinley In the capital from his ranch near To- - Fe, stopping
Hanltal and returned to his home in
counties. Mr. Jamison was appointed peka, Kansas, last evening. Mr. Pan- Wednesday. They will make their
the Las Vegas yesterday afternoon.
to the position some time ago by DIs- key reports many adventures with the home at the Palace hotel during
Congressman Curry who is on his
they will go to
tilct Attorney M. U. Vigil but did not snow having lost four days en route, legislature after whichClunn
to Santa Fe, is writing a book on
way
at
be
will
Three
Mrs.
Rivers.
the-bidrifts. He
qualify until yesterday. Albuquerque struggling with
is
The manuscript
the PhillDnlnes.
home
to
Tues
here
next
friends
her
will visit bis ranch near Lamy tomor
Herald.
almost ready for the publisher.
day.
of
row
E.
will
be on hand promptly
General Superintendent
Jones
and
J. E. Davenport, a business man of
George W. Armijo of the corporation
Los Angeles, and- District Superin when the legislature meets.
city
yesterday commission, who has had a round or
A. H. Hudspeth,
of White Oaks, Espanola, left the
tendent H. T. Payne of Denver, of
home.
for his
two with the rheumatism, Is able to
the Wells-FargExpress Company, newly elected chairman of the Dem- morning
I. Sparks, former head of the local be about with the aid of a cane.
are in Santa Fe to view the im ocratic Central Committee In the
Auditor John
Former Traveling
telephone system, arrived yesterday
provements that the company is mak piace made vacant by the resignation from
a business trip to Denver.
Joerns Is going to Alamogordo on
ing in its new offices in the Catron of A. A. Jones, arrived In the city
D. T. Hoskins, member of the state district court matters and from there
block. They Called at the New Mex last night. He will confer with Gov
ican office and inspected the plant, ex- ernor McDonald and colleagues today penitentiary board, arrived In the city may go to Tucumcarl on the Buchanan
and Is a guest at the Pal case.
at at the Democratic headquarters In the last evening
astonished
pressing themselves
ace.
D. T. Hoskins, a member of the
finding so complete and modern a Laughlin building.
A. E. P. Robinson
wos expected state penitentiary board left the city
printing office in the southwest.
T. J. Guilfoll, accountant, who In librae this afternoon
from Demlng, last evening for his home in Las VeMiss Mary McFle left the city yesvestigated the International Bank of Luna county, where he had gone In
gas after attending the session of the
terday for Albuquerque where she will Commerce of
Tucumcarl, at the In- the interests of the Yeomen.
board last Saturday.
prepare to accompany the Girls' Glee stance of Governor
has
E.
W.
McDonald,
who
departthe
Dobson,
attorney
Dr. A. J. Casner returned Saturday
Club of the University of New Mexico
ed last evening for Albuquerque. Mr. been In the city on legal business for
from a two weeks' trip to Chito San Francisco next week.
Guilfoll is recently from Oklahoma the past few days, returned to his evening
and other eastern points, most
Federal Judge William H. Pope arcago
and
rived In Albuquerque this noon over R. will be the probable successor of home in Albuquerque last evening.
of the time of which he was on the
C. Rankin of East Las Vegas, as
Jose Ortiz y Pino, chairman of the road
the Belen cut-of- f
from Washington, D.
fighting blizzards.
board of county commissioners, arriv
assistant
auditor
and
bank
traveling
C, and after having been tied up in
Judge Edward A. Maan, of Albued in the city last evening from his
examiner.
snow
arrived In the capital last
the
blockade in Kansas for
home In GaliBteo.
He is stopping at querque,
and registered
at the Palace.
three days. He will arrive in Santa In Attorney Ralph Easley Is a visitor
night
tbe
Montezuma.
Albuquerque.
e
Mann is here on business"
Fe tonight on Santa Fe train Jo. 2.
Judge
as
Filadelfo
J.
Baca,
D.
Walker and Theodore C.
newly appointed
Mrs. Pope and Miss Hull went to
the supreme court.
In
of
sistant
Santa
of
public
Fe
arrived in the city
superintendent
Fidel Ortiz, chairman of the board
Lamy to meet him.
last night in an automobile and will trusion, arrived from his home in
of county commissioners of San Miguel
Harry G. Clunn, private secretary return
and
Las
is
home
stopping
Vegas
yesterday
today. Albuquerque
to Judge Albert B. Fall, of Three
county, arrived In the city Saturday
at the Coronado.
Journal.
VeRivers, one of the most prominent
C. M. Foraker, United States mar afternoon from his home in Las
State Engineer C. D. Miller, accomand Is visiting his brother.
candidates for election as United
Good Roads Engineer W. R. shal, who has been in the city several gas
panied
by
States Senator from New Mexico, by
Attorney Francis E. Wood of the
arrived in Albuquerque last daya looking for quarters for Che U,
Albuthe incoming legislature, accompanied Smythe,
from Saata Fe, making the S. Court, left the city this morning for firm of Marron and Wood, of
night
by his bride, arrived In the city yes- querque, Is in the city to attend the
trip In an automobile. Mr. Miller left his . . home In Albuquerque.
ieruy irom El faso, where the mar- at midnight for Socorro. Today he T-- J. Guilfoll, who has been sug- session of the supreme court that
riage took place Tuesday, and left last will go to
convenes at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Magdalena and start on an gested as a possible assistant travelnight for Santa Fe, where they will overland
Superintendent Alvan N. White, re
trip to Sprlngerville, Ariz., ing auditor and bank examiner, and
reside temporarily. Mrs. Clunn was for
the purpose of Inspecting that link Mrs. Guilfoll arrived In the city last turned last evening from St. Louis
Aliss Frances
a
Woodward,
where he attended the superintend
popular of the
After evening from Albuquerque.
society girl of Kaufman, Texas. Al- Inspecting the Camino highway.
ent's department of the National Ed
B, C. Hosselkusa and Harry G. BaReal in the
buquerque Morning Journal.
vicinity of Albuquerque with a view to ker, who propose to establish a motor ucational Association which met laBt
FRIDAY, MARCH 1, 1912.
making repairs. Engineer Smythe will bus line to Taos, arrived from their week.
Santiago Urloste, a farmer of Pena go to Las Vegas, where he is
Rev. Father A. Cellier was In Santa
directing home in Creede, Colo., last evening
Blanca, is In the city on business.
the operations of a convict gang work- and are registered at the Palace.
Fe the first of this week a day or so.
J. E. Davenport, a business man of ing on the Scenic
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ervien of Phila- While In the capital city he called on
Highway. Albuquerque Journal.
ere the guests of Land Com- Governor McDonald, Secretary of
delphia,
$100 Reward, $100.
State Senator William McCoy and missioner and Mrs. R. P. Ervien. The State Lucero and other state officials.
The readers of this paper will be
Sierra County Advocate.
family, and Mrs. J. P. Dunlavy and Ervlens are brothers. Mr. and Mrs, J
pleased to learn that there is at least son of Mountalnair arrived In Santa 11. Ervien are on
Mrs. Orrin A. Foster, who, with her
their way to tne
one dreaded disease that science has Fe this afternoon tor
husband, owns and publishes the Las
the legislative
coast.
been able to cure In all its stages, and session.
Cruces Citizen, was in Albuquerque
Judge A. B. Fall, candidate for thf.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure W. A. Cameron, district
to confer with W. H. Anpassenger United States Semite, and W. W. Cox yesterday
Is the only positive cure now known and
for the Snta Fe, tax collector of Dona Ana county, drews, one of the aspirants for United
agent
freight
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh left this afternoon for his home at El went to Las Cruces last evening on Stales Senator from New Mexico.
being a constitutional disease, re- I'aso.
the 8:15 train. Judge Fall will re- Albuquerque Journal.
A. H. Long left this afternoon for
quires a constitutional
treatment.
turn to Sunt Fe within the next few
"
MARCH
1912.
SATURDAY,
2,
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internalSanta Fe, from which place he will
Natlonul
,
Committeeman
Solomon dayB.
to Rosa, Rio Arriba county, where
ly, acting directly upon the blood and Luna
Traveling Auditor Howell Ervien go
he will locate permanently, Mr. Ixing
mucous surfaces of the system, there- from has returned to Albuquerque arrived
today from Clayton to make
a visit to Magdalena, Socorro
has been In Las Vegas several days
by destroying the foundation of the county.
arrangements to take over tbe office
his father, Judge E. V. Long.
disease, and giving
the
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Fall entertained from John Joerns, resigned. Mr. Er- visiting
patient
Vegas Optic.
Ijis
strength by building up the constitu- informally for a few
storm
that
vien
the
In
Union
reports
evenJ. 8. Mactavlsh was In Bocorro yes
tion and assisting nature in doing its ing at their 'home onguests last
Buena Vista county caused fearful havoc and was terday morning between trains on his
work. The proprietors have so much Loma.
of greater intensity than had been exway home from a trip up the road, He
faith In Its curative powers tffat they
Senator William H. Andrews arriv- perienced for yearB. Mr, Ervien re- was
accompanied to Magdalena by
offer One Hundred Dollars for any ed this forenoon at
to
turns
to
some
close
Clayton
tonight
Albuquerque after
State Engineer Charles D. Miller and
case that It fails to cure, Send for a lengthy visit to
resbefore
matters
Ills
legal
New
up
taking
Washington,
The party
Engineer Mwrlweather.
list of testimonials.
York and Chicago.
idence here.
He will be In Sanexpected to go on nt once over the
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
ta Fe by Monday.
route of the proposed extension of
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1912.
The Saturday Cnrd Club met this
Toledo, Ohio.
Bishop Cameron Mann will be at the good road from Magdalena to the
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
afternoon with Mrs. J. O. Schuman at Roswell next Sunday.
Arizona line near Sprlngerville. SoTake flail's Family Pills for
her home on Washington avenue, No
Federal Judge William H. Pope was corro Chieftain.
guests were present.
Senator W. H. Andrews will arrive
tt Albuquerque on Saturday,

ruiiDariAV.
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i
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family.
Dr. T. C. Rivera

who was the So
cialist candidate for governor in the
state election, arrived from Chamita
and will go to Wtllard today to look
over big ranch.
Dr. T. G. Brown and Mrs. Brown of
Los Angeles, left the city yesterday
for Espanola where they will visit Dr.
Brown's father, the well known physi
cian of that town.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Chavez of Wil-larN. M., are visitors In this city
Mr. Chavez is a member of
today.
the legislature from Torrance county.
Albuquerque Herald.
Superintendent Alvan N. White will
go to Silver Llty this afternoon and
will visit a number
of places on
school business before returning.
He
will be gone several days.
Sam L. Jones is hack from Santa
Fe where be was engaged In plasterbank
ing the new First National
building In that city for Lyon and
the
contractors. Roswell
Axtell,
Morning News.
J. Wight Giddings of this city, formerly lieutenant governor of Michigan and then editor of the Taos Valley News, will represent the Albuquerque Morning Journal at Santa Fe during the legislative session.
N. Salmon, the San Francisco mer
chant, has completed his buying tour
in the east, during which he laid In a
magnificent stock for bis dry goods
and furnishings
emporium on San
Francisco street, and will be back in
Santa Fe this week.
Antonio Lucero, secretary of the
state, arrived last night from Santa
Fe. Mr. Lucero was called to Las Ve
gas by the death of his father, Pablo
Lucero. Eloy Lucero, brother of Mr.
Lucero, also arrived last night from
Albuquerque. Las Vegas Optic.
John Becker expects to leave next
week for a trip to New Orleans where
he will visit his brother, Rev. Herman
Becker for a short time, then going
with his brother Guatave Becker for
a visit to the Panama canal. They expect to be gone about a month. Be
len Tribune.
Mrs. C. C. Chase, who has been a
guest in the Fall home on Buena V1b-t- a
Loma for the past two weeks, will
ltave the city tomorrow for El Paso,
where she will meet her husband who
Is coming from Chihuahua In a motor
car, Mr. and Mrs. Chase will then go
either to Cananea, Sonora, or to San
ta Fe.

SETTLEMENT OF LAWRENCE
STRIKE SEEMS REMOTE.

A WOMAN'S WISDOM.
The worried mother wakes up to hear her baby's heavy breathing a little
perhaps the oroup or whoupins cough. She doei not want to lend for the
doctor when perhaps the trouble does not amount to muoh. Finally the thinks of
that medioal book her father Have her, The Common Seme Medioal Adviser, by
R. V. Pierce, M. D. She says " just the thing to find out what is the matter with
the little dear." Two million household! in this oountry own one
and it's to
be had for only 31o. in stamps
1,000 pages in splendid cloth binding.
A good
family adviser in any emargenoy. It is for cither tex. This is what many women
write Dr. Pierce In respeot to his " Favorite Prescription," a remedy which has
made thousands of melancholy and miserable women ohoerful and happy, by curing
the painful womanly diieasea which undermine a woman's health and strength.
"Mv desire Is to wrlto s few lines tn let vnn knnw whan
your valuable medicine has done for me." writes Mrs.
Mahbakkt Zi'Riikkt, of 823 & Hontalon Street, Baltimore,
Md. "Before the storck enme to our lionso I was a very sick
1 wrote
woman.
yon for advice which wa kindly given and
which made me a different womnn In a short time. After
taking the first bottle of 'Favorite Prescription' I began
Improving sn that I hardly knew I was In such a condition.
I did my own housework washing and Ironing, cooking,
sewing, and the worst of all nursed three children who had
whooping cough. I hardly knew of the advent ten minutes
before so easy was It. The hnby Is as fat as a nutter-hal- l.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite. Prescription Is the boat medicine for
nnv woman to take when in this eniu1li.liiii.
I runnmman-- l it.
Hss.ZuBERT and Dabs,
to all my friends."
sough

traveled all through the northwest
E. P. & 8. W. NOT
AN EXTENSION. and visited many Irrigated sections.
PLANNING
Mr. Ferris does not hesitate to say

Automobile Trip From Demlng to that the Demlng country offers the
best opportunities for Investment In
Phoenix Electrlo Light Manager
Looks Over Valley.
irrigated lands that he has ever seen.
"The fact that values have been kept
Demlng, N. M, March 5. The state low here," Mr. Ferris says, "opens a
ment published In several papers last splendid field for Investment. In order
week concerning tbe proposed exten- to accomplish anything In the northsion of the E. P. & S. W. from Demlng west, says Mr. Ferris, a man must be
seems to have no foundation In fact. rich; here a man with a few thousand
It was said that an unusual number dollars only can make good on an
tract. Besides you have
of ties were being shipped into Dem- eighty-acrlng and unloaded here. This upon In- practically all the year to work here,
vestigation proveB untrue. There Is whereas in many good sections that I
normally a considerable accumulation have visited, all farming must be done
of tieB by the Southern Pacific In in a few months, and if they irrigate
Deming through the winter months, three months in the year, they think
and they are shipped out In the spring. they are doing well."
This movement has already begun,
and there is now even less than a KIMMEL INSURANCE
normal supply here. There Is no IndiCASE JURY DISCHARGED.
cation that the E. P. & S. W. have
Hours But
shipped ties in here at all in any Was Out Seventy-thre- e
Could Not Agree on
quantity.
Verdict.
C. H. Lester has returned here from
St. Louis, Mo., March B. The Jury
an automobile trip to Phoenix. Ariz.
Mr. Lester left here In company with in the Klmmel Insurance case reportseveral automobiles from El Paso and ed to Federal Judge Charles F. Ami-doai noon today that It was unable
Douglas several weeks ago following
the good roads convention in Dem to agree on a withdrawal. Judge Ami-do- n
discharged it, The Jury was out
lng. The party went from here to
Silver City, thence to Lordsburg, and 73 hours.
A controversy in the Jury room was
Douglas, and on until the El Paso
party sold out all tbe cars they had. disclosed by a statement of two Jurors
Mr. Lester continued the trip, how- made to the court in a written comever, and returned to Demlng yester munication Just before the discharge
day by way of Douglas and Lordsburg. of the Jury. This statement was that
He declares that the All Year Border- the report of Monday, declaring the
land Route Is the logical route for claimant not to be Klmmel, was a
automo- surprise to some of the Jurors who had
the official transcontinental
bile highway. It is a route of low al- agreed to eliminate the claimant only
in
titudes, of splendid scenery, of good "for the sr.ke of the argument"
fast roads, of Interesting commercial order to get further Instructions.
Foreman Schiller Insisted that the
development, and to cap It all and
place it beyond the competition of any statement handed in Monday, against
other route through New Mexico, it Is which none of the Jurors protested at
a route that may be traveled
the the time, represented their unanimous
whole year round, free from snow3, agreement. The Judge refused to hear
cold
ralna and
weather.
Mr. Lester further arguments from the Jurors and
says that he found the good roads dismissed them.
movement under way In all the towns
he passed, and enthusiasm for the All "BROOKLYN TOMMY"
Year Borderland Route was very warm
WINS FROM OLLIE KIRK.
everywhere except In Phoenix, where
there Is a decided lukewarmness for
St. Louis, Mo., March S. "Brooklyn
the southern route. He states that Tom" Sullivan, was given the popular
In
the roads are
good condition except decision last night in bis eight round
for washes In places which can be fight with Ollie Kirk of St. Louis.
remedied
easily
by grading down the
Julian Gets Decision.
approaches. In regard to the routing
Cleveland, Ohio, March 6. In a
of the official highway, it has been scheduled 12 round go here last
night
pointed out that both Phoenix ' and j between "Kid' Julian, of Syracuse,
Albuquerque should both be in favor and Matt Brock of Cleveland, the fight
of the southern route, since It will put was fast with little to choose between
them both In touch with a much larg- the two until the sixth when Julian
er number of towns and tap richer landed a
right swing to the Jaw that
sections, than the road west from Al sent Brock through the ropes. Shoved
to
to
on
and
buquerque
Sprlngerville
back Into the ring, he was so groggy
Phoenix. Albuquerque as the metrop- that the
fight was stopped, and the
olis of New Mexico, should certainly decision
given to Julian. The fighters
desire good roads leading out to Just
weighed in at 124.
as many towns In New Mexico as possible, and the same may be Bald of
Bootlegging In Roswell.
Phoenix. View from the standpoint of
The Brltton boys at Roswell have
the whole state, the southern route been
acquitted of the charge of bootshould appeal to the state as a whole
,T. P. Ainsworth,
a spotter,
because It continues longer In the legging.
was arrested on the charge of selling
state and affords the transcontinental
to a minor.
traveler a much better idea of New liquor
Mexico than the route from AlbuquerC. A. Glossncr, 24 Ontario St., RochIn the same
que to Sprlngerville.
N. Y., has recovered from a long
way, the southern route should be ester,
and severe attack of kidney trouble,
preferred by Arizona as a whole.
his cure being due to Foley Kidney
W. W. Farrls, commercial manager
of the Federal Light and Traction Co. Pills. After detailing his case, he
of New York, has been Investigating says: "I am only sorry I did not learn
conditions in the Mimbres valley for sooner, of Foley Kidney Pills. In a
several weeks for his company. It is few day's time my backache complete
the function of the commercial mana- ly left me and I felt greatly Improved.
ger of this company to travel most of My kidneys became stronger, dizzy
the time looking for Industrial oppor- spells left me and I was no longer antunities.
Mr, Ferris stated that ho noyed at night. I feel 100 per cent
traveled last year some 20,000 miles better since using Foley Kidney Pills.'"
He Sold by ail arugglsts.
Investigating such opportunities.
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RIDER AGENT Ind district
eyhihit
u. Our genta everywhere ore
ample Latest Model "Rftnger'' bicycle furnished
at onct,
BUKinc money itsi. tr rui jor
fariurtttart ana tptctat
until
receive and approve of your bicycle. Weahlp
MO MONKS REQUIREDju
anyone, unywnere m uic v a. jvimom a cent neposu advance,
a.iq
rirU anrl

a

by

Lawrence, Mass., March 4. The
OJier
you
striking textile workers maintained
W
in
prtpav JTttgHl,
How TEN 1AVS' FKKK Till A L during which time you irmy ride the bicycle and
most of their strength when the mills
put it to any teat you wish. If you are ther. not perfectly oatinfied or do not wiah IQ
ehiD
bm
to
back
ItecD
the
us
our
at
exnenu
anAntm
not
out an cn.t.
will
it
bicycle
opened today, despite the overtures of
We ur"'Bh the hiffhrst grade biryclee it Is possible to maVt
fAPTADY PDirrC
the manufacturers in the form of a
rHWIUni rniwhel at one email profit above actual factory cost. You save 19
to $2f middlemen's profit! by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guar,
five per cent Increase In wages. There
antce behind your bicycle. 10 MOT 11UY a bicycle ora pair of tires from anyon '
still are more operatives out of work
at any frict until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of actorp
and rtmarkaolt tPtcial ejftrt to rider ageiiUt
frictt
than there are In the mills.
V00 WILL BE ASTONISHED
Picket lines totalling
more than
low Prtat we can make you this year. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money.
than nnv other factory. We are satisfied with X1.00 nrnfit hove faetorv rniL
5,(100, paraded Essex street and the apB1UYCLJ5 DKALICKS. Vou can sell our bicycles under vuiir own name ulta at
va
miiiT
proaches to the mill gates for an m at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.
SKUONU uanu jsiux uiijs. we do not reguiany nanait second nana bicycles, out
hour and a half but there was no con' usually have a number on hand taken in trade ny our Chicago retail stores. These we clear ou
flict with the police.
pricca miiam irum p m v" ir jfi.v. vcfiunmivo iMnjfmn inn mauea ircc.
promptly
wheels. Imparted roller eiiuhts and jwdala. parts, repairs andj
RPAKFS- - "V1
Unless there Is a great response lnflCTPR
VwnvisiH swisnamf equipment of all ainoa at nay tto tnuat rttau fruit.
within a few days to the mill owners'
SO HEDGETHORN PUNCTURE-PROO- F
offers, It Is thought by city officials
and others that the mills will have to
TIDCCATO SAMPlC PAIR
shut down.
I IllkU INTRODUCE, ONLY
Jl.s.1

rm n

tZyZ'ZA?$ZS$,

' IIS

CCIC.UmilHA
llbtlklllll
The
retail trice of these tires it
regular

LIFE

NSURANCE PAID
IN NEW MEXICO.

The New York Mutual Life has re
cently made the following payments
on account of insurance in New Mex
ico: Beal D. Calvin, Roswell. $3,000:
Lorlne L. Cnen, Las Vegas, $1,005:
Arthur R. Kingsbury, East Las Vegas,
$11,000; Charles G. Richie, Santa Fe,
$2,003; Franklin A. White,
Clovis,
$r,,015.57; Wilson T. Berger, Artesla,
$;;,ooo.

How Cold Causes Kl'dney Disease.
Partly by driving blood from the
surface and congesting the kidneys,
and partly by throwing too much work
upon
them,
Pills
Foley Kidney
strengthen the kidneys, give tone
to the urinary organs and restore the
normal action of the madder, They
are tonic In action, quick in resulta.
Try them. For sale by all druggists,

tor mtr. out to tmroauce we wilt
teUyoua$ampUpatrfor$4.aOi.cashwithorder$4.SS),
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES

NAILS, Tanks or Glass will not let the
sold last year.
pairs now in use.
MflrtHnnlUfzM.
Itlsllvely
DEQCRIPTIOHt
aiuleuHvridiiig.veivdiirnbleandliiiedinftidewitlt -ii- i-tr
a tmrlal nnnl it v nf mhher. which never becomes
porous and which clones up small punctures without allowiNotice the thick rubber tre4f
of
letterB
from
satis
We
hundreds
have
the
to
air
escape,
ng,
'A" and punetiire strips "H"j
fkd customers slating that t heir tires have only been pumped
ftiid ''IV'
lo rim strip "H"1
whole aeanoii. Theyweipn tionioretfitm
to
tiponceor twice ina
prevont rim outtlnff. This
given
enordinarytire, the ntmcturereHlstiiiKqiuililleslwinfir
will outlast any other
tire
011
fabric
tha
rat
neve
of
thin,
prepared
specially
anakfl-HOlayers
JlXAHTIU
by
Ml4
treBd. Theregiilarpriceof these tireaiflfi.joperpalr.but for
1CAUV
A....tl MKiirnniM in nr nm lc In fj n fmeruil fnctorvnrle tn
the rider of only $4.80 per pair. Ail orders shipped same dnjr letter Is received. We shlpC- O. I). otij
you have examined and found them slrlctly as represented,!
approval. You doa not pay a cent until
We will allow enih dlaeount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 4.ft5 per pair) if you
Von run no risk fa
end VUI'L CAHU WITH OK DISK and enclose this advertisement.
ending us an order as tha tires may be returned at OUlt expense if for any reason they are
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to u ia as safe as in a,
batik. If you order a pnir of these tires, you will find that they will ride ensier, run faster,!
went- better, last longer and look finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price.
Wj
know that you will oe so well pleased that when you wnnt a bicycle you will give ua your order.!
We want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire ofTer.
don't buy any kind at any price until yousend forapalror,
tires on approval and trial afa
IflCO Iledgethorn Puncture-Proo- f
Br Y9J9J IVfcfcl
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue waldsj
describes and quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices.
but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK Olf BITYING a bleyclf
3M IwCf Vrlf or a pair of tires from anyone until you knowIt the newaud wonderful
It only costs a postal to learn everything, Wtite MOW
offers wc are making.

air out. Sixty thousand pairs
two hundred thousand
Over
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WHITE OAKS OVERWHELMED
BY HONORS OF STATEHOOD.

REAL ESTATE DEALS
IN WINDMILL CITY.

failure of the bank which he sol J. B. UNDERWOOD PRESIDED
OVER WILLARD CONVENTION.
shortly before its failure. Captain
13 KILLINGS
Fred Fornoff accompanied Sheriff
Pretty Little Mining Town Produces State Senator Laughren Has 8old
In
Makes
as
Ward
far as Torrance, arriving
Address
Eloquent
Advising
' Mors Lots First Two Months
Democratlo Statesmen and
Santa Fe last night. Captain Fornolt
Harmony Among Republicans
TO
Than All of Last Year.
BORDER reports that they
IN FEBRUARY
Charming Society Leaders,
C. L. Burt Secretary.
had no trouble in
their
after
prisoner
securing
arriving
White Oaks, N. M., Feb. 29, 1912.
Demlng, N. M., March 4. Real esat Seattle with the requisition papers
Willard, N. M., March 2, 1912.
tate and the building trades in Dem- Will
an(1 tnat Buchanan seemed willing to Editor New Mexican, Santa Fe, New
Governor McDonald Names Editor Snnta Fe New Mexican:
for
Himself
See
About
Official Record of Mounted
are
showing Increasing activity.
It is a long time since a letter from lng
race tne charges piaceu against mm
Mexico:
Cole Ralston (o Succeed
the Neutrality Law
Police Shows a Frightful
White Oaks appeared in your paper. C. J. Laughren, one of the largest
Buchanan asserts that the tauure ot
The
Republicans of Torrance coun
of city real estate, states that
But White Oaks is a., right and has holders
the bank was due to mismanagement tv in delegate convention in Willard
Violations
Pankey.
Murder List
sold
more
lots
since
he
has
the
city
been feeling Jubilant ever since the
after It was sold.
today named ten delegates to the
the year than be sold during
first state election held In Now iuexl- first of
Court,
Supreme
State
Sanin
Convention
Republican
the entire year of 1911. Other dealers
The state supreme court convened la Fe, March 8, 1912. The convention
CLERK OF THEFEDERAL COURT cu, because so many of her citizens In
BEATS ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS
real estate make similar statements. COMMITTEE MEETING MONDAY at 2 o'clock this
were honored by the popular bullot at
at tbe Cap! was called to order by
afternoon
One firm interested in renting resi
County Chair
tol with Chief Justice Roberts and As man Fred
that time.
and
after
Chavez,
tempor
dences state that
could rent
Three Leading Candidates from First and foremost was W. C. Mc forty cottages within they
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